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Blot: *Are these the legislators?'

COLUMBIA — Crowds of children wandered
through the halls of the State House, trying to get as
excited about its expensive trappings as their grade
school teachers seemed to be.
They were hustled through the building by proper
ladies, doubling as tour guides, who interrupted their
playful boredom with a stream of nasal facts and
figures.
"That lovely portrait of the man in the purple robe
on the right wall is a painting of the Speaker of the
House, children."
The children all stared dutifully toward the far
wall where they discovered a drab oil of the redcheeked Speaker posing as Supreme Court justice.
"It's rather unusual for a Speaker to have his
portrait on the wall while he is still serving," she told
them. The children begin giggling. "However, Mr.
Blatt has been speaker for over thirty years!" She was
amazed. The children were howling with laughter now,
perhaps from a dirty word some kid said, but the effect
was disastrous. The teachers moved around quickly
applying pressure to nerve points, and one asked a nononsense question. "Do you have any questions?"
Unbelievably, one child did. He had noticed
numerous adult-sized people wandering about the halls
and chambers.
"Are these the legislators?"
"Oh no, this is the play legislature," a guide an-

swered. "The college students have one every year."
It was a typical attitude on the part of state house
regulars toward the South Carolina State Student
Legislature. As in years past, they met for several
days following the adjournment of the real thing to
smoke, drink, get laid and discuss the issues.
But this year, the student legislature, which has
been used as a cop-out for years by student government elitist types who see it as an opportunity to both
further their own prestige and salve their social consciences — this year, the student legislature was attacked from within for being little more than a pantomime of the elder body which actually attempts to
make law.
Traditionally, the impersonations have been excellent. The magnificent symbols which clutter the
legislative chambers seem to fill the junior assemblege
with dignity and purpose. Though the words seldom
mean anything, their speeches have a kind of elegance
about them — the ceremonial atmosphere tends to lend
credence to the otherwise bland babblings over
parliamentary procedure and the importance of youth
in the nation's future.
But much like their grown-up counterparts, the
words are papers to wrap their consciences in, like so
many smelly fish. The groups of children wandering
about seemed an ironic counterpoint which underscored the fact that the student legislature, as it

presently exists, is nothing more than a fancy day-care
center and the state capitol building the most elaborate
toy of all.
In fact, the whole organization is such a farce that
a considerable sentiment for dissolving the entire
apparatus was evident when the first session opened
Tuesday. The critics had elaborate plans for suspending the rules and making a rational plea as rational
men for the students present to take an honest look at
themselves and admit they were simply playing
games. But the reactionary and conservative elements
who favored retaining the body, either in its present
state or with revisions, proved to be formidable foes.
The mock officers with the greatest mock power were
unfortunately members of this retentionist camp and
pulled off a mock power play worthy of the regulars.
Student Governor Polly Spann marched into the
chambers, delivered a blasting speech against the
hastiness of the radicals bent on destroying everything
and the session was adjourned. The passionate plea for
a new student awareness was squashed — the play
legislators had learned their parliamentary procedure
well.
Those in favor of total disillusionment based their
argument on the fact that the student legislature is
powerless to influence the South Carolina political
scene. They stated that SCSSL provided a handy public
(Continued on Page 5)
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Letters
Say goodbye
Dear Tiger:
I think every student, faculty
member, administrator, and
employee should take a look at
the trees in front of the Clemson
House. Theones with yellow bands
— they won't be there very long.
It makes you wonder about the
planning for this university and
about who has the power to make
decisions for our benefit. Does
the alumni building need to be, I
mean really need to be, located in
that particular spot? It's
probably too late to do anything,
but nobody asked for a general
consensus. Has everyone's interests been considered?
Take a look.
L. Delaney
James Witter

editorials and articles for the last
four years and have kept quiet
because I felt no one could take
them seriously. The comments
that I have heard, except in The
Tiger, have supported this view
to the point that I have been
content to simply to laugh at the
logic or more accurately the lack
of it.
I can't remember having read
anything in four years that
wasn't negative or which
presented another side of the
story unless it could be taken out
of context, ridiculed and attacked
to support the opinion of the
writer. 'Welfare Demonstration
— The Problems' (a recent article in The Tiger) is one of the
better
examples
of
the
irresponsibility of The Tiger staff
and writers.

Anti-Blot
To the Editor:
I have read

The

Tiger

Nowhere in the article are facts
that would support any con-

Etc.
last day to pre-register
Friday will be the last day to turn in pre-registration materials
and the special course cards. Any student who has already completed pre-registration may fill out and turn in special course cards
for the registration experiment Friday. Instructions will be
available in Tillman Hall Auditorium.
Information gathered will be used in an attempt to improve the
schedule so that more courses may be available in the future.

david ezell returns
David Ezell, a folk singer from Spartanburg, will be the featured
performer Friday night at The Gutter, Clemson's student-operated
coffeehouse.
Ezell, who sings a great deal of original material, performed
previously in Clemson at the East Pakistani Relief Benefit. His performance will begin at 9 p.m., and there will be a twenty-five cents
admission charge to The Gutter Friday night only.
The Gutter, located in the YMCA basement, is open Friday and
Saturday nights, 8 p.m. — 3 a.m. Food and drinks (including six
varieties of tea) will be on sale.

When the thermometer tells
you it's time to wrap up, come
to Judge Keller's for those
BLUE JEANS - LEE JACKETS
SWEAT *ANT5 AMD
SHIRTS

JUDGE KtMft'S

university artists

Down<own Ckmmm.

Three University artists are among 54 artists from the Carolinas
and Georgia whose works have been selected for showing in the 13th
annual Springs Traveling Art Exhibition.
The three, all members of the College of Architecture, are Robert
H. Hunter, professor of history and visual studies; Thomas McPeak,
head of the department of history and visual studies; and R. Michael
Holden, curator of the Rudolph Lee Gallery.

order of athena
The following girls were recently tapped for membership in Order
of Athena: Gail Brewer, Becky Brazier, Carol Copeland, Mary
Douglas, Barbara Field, Cynthia Gillespie, Cloey Greene, Cheryl
Harris, Nonnie Hudnal, Kathy McDonald, Suzanne Pickens, Dotty
Skardon and Pat Smith.
Membership in Order of Athena is based on scholarship,
leadership, and service. Order of Athena is the sister organization to
Blue Key.

env. eng. tech. comm.

The shape
of happiness
The dazzling diamond. Reflected love light. If you wish,
crystallized dreams. But you can only trust your heart if you
first use your head! Know your jewels by your jeweler.
Select him wisely, then pick your happiest shape. Know your
purchase is protected by his expert advice. Another shape
to look for: the AGS emblem in our store. It stands for
Member, American Gem Society ... your assurance of
happiness in a diamond purchase.

211 No. Main St.
233-3641
Greenville, S. C.

University Prof. John H. Austin has been named to the environmental engineering technology committee of Sumter Area
Technical Education Center.
Austin, a professor of environmental systems engineering, joins 11
other environmental specialists from the State Board of Health, State
Pollution Control Authority, county health departments and private
consulting firms.
The University professor is currently chairman of South
Carolina's new Environmental Health Task Force, established by the
S.C. State Board of Health.

as the sun sets
We're All Bozos....
Today's issue is the final (sob) one of the semester for The Tiger,
ending an unprecedented 15-week streak of heretofore unparalleled
student journalistic excellence. Congratulatory letters or wires should
be directed to box 2097, Clemson. Communists and atheists are
reminded that only one letter per customer will be accepted. Barring
wide-spread reader demand for an encore edition, or unanticipated
acts of aggression during the interim the next Tiger shall appear
January 14.
Love and kisses,
the tiger staff

elusion but the one Blot wishes
you to reach about the pilot
project being tried in South
Carolina. He fails to mention that
there are millions of coal miners,
cotton mill workers, steel
workers, garbage collectors, etc.,
in this country working at jobs
they don't like, paying the cost of
welfare in the form of taxes. He
ignores the fact that there are
blind, disabled and handicapped
people paying their part of the
cost. He fails to mention that
survival depends on work, either
your's or someone else's. He
completely ignores the history of
welfare.
The argument that the
majority are women with
children, who should receive
parental guidance, could only be
accepted by the irrational. In
California and New York there
are records of welfare mothers
who were home while they
received welfare. The result is
that the children and grandchildren are now receiving
welfare. But how can a mother
teach a child that survival
depends on effort when she
doesn't demonstrate it in her own
life? The argument that there are
not enough quality child care
centers can not be supported.
What would be wrong with hiring
a percentage of the welfare
mothers to run child care centers
in their own home so that the
others could be put to productive
work. By selecting the best of this
group the children would have an
environment as good or better
than the one they have at home.
I would suggest that Blot
remain in his ivory tower. I can't
imagine him facing the handicapped, who work for a living
with his argument about jobs
unsuited for the poor. Could he
face a mother who not only raises
and supports children with the
argument that she must give up a
part of her salary to the women
who won't? How could he explain
to the two women described in
"Insufficient Funds Hurt OAA in
S.C." (recent article In Tiger)
with his talk of humanity when
funds they need and deserve are
wasted on those who don't work
for them? Are the people who
spend there lives in jobs they
don't like expected to support
those who would have a choice
that they don't have?
The sin is not being poor, but
being responsible. The sin of
accepting a job, even one you
don't like, to support yourself and
your family. The sin of paying
taxes that would give someone a
choice you don't have because
you are responsible. The real sin
is being superior other than inferior.
Floyd YeltonSr.
Senior
Mechanical Engineering

WANTED
WAITRESS AT
CAFN JOHN'S
No Experience Necessary
You can practically work
your own hours!
For more information call

Mr. John Coleman
After 3 P.M.

882-5324
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Correction
The Tiger wishes to correct a story of a
few weeks ago, in which it was incorrectly
stated that the Central Dance Association
receives student funds from the University
Fee. The CD A does not get any money
from students other than that from tickets
and only received a budget one time in
recent history, three years ago. We regret
the error.

mittment, we will probably be arrested.
We are encouraging jail, no bail. (Those
who cannot go this route will be allowed to
pay $50 collateral, be released and then
may go home.) Others will be detained in
precincts until trial. The fine probably will
be $50 or two to four days.
For information and transportation, all
interested persons should contact: Clergy
and Laymen Concerned, Box 10342,
Greenville, S.C. (803-235-6171).
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Smith arrested
Former Clemson student T. Michael
Smith has been arrested and is being held
for court martial in the Fort Jackson
stockade for refusing to fire his rifle in
training exercises.
Smith was inducted in January of 1971
and has been attempting since that time to
gain classification as a conscientious
objector.
Smith was drafted after his Spartanburg
draft board twice turned down his request
for CO status, claiming he was insincere.
Since his initial refusal to fire his
weapon during basic training last winter,
Smith has been held indefinitely at Ft.
Jackson as a "holdover" while his claim
and appeal were being processed through
Army channels.
While at Clemson, Smith served as a
student senator, as news and features
editor of The Tiger and participated in the
English honors program. He graduated in
1970 and attended Clemson as a graduate
student in English until his induction.
On November 17, Smith was ordered five
times by a superior officer to fire his rifle.
He refused, claiming it was in violation of
his beliefs.
Anyone interested in contributing to his
defense is urged to send contributions to
Pvt. Michael Smith, c/ o 1825 Devine St.,
Apt. 1, Columbia, S.C. 29201.

Demonstration
To demonstrate that an average of 300
innocent people of Indochina are dying
everyday as a result of our air war, Clergy
and Laymen Concerned will sponsor a
"Die In" in Washington, D.C. on
November 24.
A statement by CALC, concerning the
demonstration, said: We will arrive in
Washington on the night of the 23rd.
Orientation and Non-Violent Training
Sessions will be held the next morning.
After a short visit to Congressmen, they
will march to the White House to Die In.
We expect to be stopped before we reach
the White House. To show our com-

The Selective Service System issued the
first set of many proposed regulation
changes here last week, creating a new 1-H
classification for those registrants too
young to be drafted and men with high
draft lottery numbers. The guidelines also
set down rules of personal appearances
before local boards, in accordance with the
new draft law which allows registrants to
present evidence and witnesses pertinent
to their classification in a personal appearance upon request.
The 1-H, or 'holding' classification is
comprised of men who would have been
classified 1-A under the old system but
would not have been drafted.
The new regulations, which will become
effective in early December after they
have been posted for 30 days in the Federal
Register, abolish the 1-Y classification of
those disqualified for borderline physical
or mental conditions. They replace the 1-Y
with a 4-F, for the physically unfit, 1-A-R-l
for registrants whose cases are being
adjudicated, and 1-A-AO for those of undetermined acceptability.
Another feature of the new regulations is
the requirement of 30 days notice of an
order to report for induction, as opposed to
10 days under the present rules.
For men turning 18 this year, a cutoff
number will be announced after the 1972
lottery, and men below that number will be
reclassified 1-H.
College Press Service

Cough
It was Pollution 34, Quibbletown Junior
High 0 last week as dirty air sidelined 34
gridders in Piscataway, New Jersey.
Athletes in nine other north central New
Jersey towns were also stricken.
According to the State Health Department, blood tests of the boys and a check of
pollution monitoring equipment indicated
that "high concentrations of oxidants in
the atmosphere" were to blame. Earlier it

Britches West, Ltd.
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was believed that the stricken players
were thrown for a loss by pesticides which
were sprayed on the practice field.
Environment Action Bulletin

$5 - 50 years
On March 12,1967, Robert Apablaza was
arrested in New Orleans, charged with
selling $5 worth of marijuana. He was
convicted and sentenced to 50 years of
hard labor to be served in the Angola State
Prison in Louisiana. There was no
possibility of parole.
While awaiting his appeal, Apablaza
escaped from the New Orleans Parish
Prison and came to New York City. He
worked at odd jobs until he was seized by
the FBI on February 9, 1970.
Extradition papers were signed by New
Orleans District Attorney James Garrison
and sent to Governor Rockefeller, who
approved of the extradition. Apablaza then

filed a writ of habeas corpus, but it was
denied by the courts. He is now in the
Queens House of Detention.
The Legal Aid Society has become involved in the case, believing an injustice
has been committed.
Legally Governor Rockefeller has the
discretion to deny extradition if he feels
the circumstances merit such a decision.
The New York City Board of Correction,
and its chairman William Vanden Heuvel,
have already gone on record opposing
extradition. Also, Manhattan D.A. Frank
Hogan has written a personal letter to the
Governor urging him to decline extradition, which, in effect, would sentence
Apablaza to life in prison for selling $5
worth of grass.
Those radicals who thought D. A.
Garrison was such a hero two years ago
should write to him, asking him to drop his
request.
Village Voice

WSBF to change
by Marilyn Walser
Never let it be said that WSBF, Clemson's WSBF programming. The comical adstudent radio station, has anything at heart ventures of the Molar Maurader (alias the
other than the interests of its listeners.
"Tooth Fairy") will be a daily feature.
"This Tooth Fairy should really be sharp,"
Culp promised.
"After all, we are a student radio station
Mutual News and the popular "oldie
and if the students decide they want a hour" will be continued, and plans are
change, we're eager to give it to them," already underway for an "Oldie Day",
station manager Woody Culp insisted.
scheduled for the Saturday before exams.
The change to a progressive station is not
That's the reason behind WSBF's decision a particularly easy one. "Jocks have to be
to change to what Culp called a progressively oriented, and they must
"progressive station." The results of a adjust to a "more music-less talk" type of
telephone poll conducted several weeks ago show. The problem that we had before in
by the station showed that the majority of experimenting with progressive music was
the student body definitely wanted a more that the disc jockeys simply didn't know the
"progressive" format, and WSBF is already music. It's quite a change from the "Top 40"
in the process of changing to a more type show," Culp explained.
Culp assures listeners, however, that the
"heavy" station.
Beginning next semester, music played in station will not deviate entirely from "Top
the afternoons will be of a hard rock nature. 40" music. "We will concentrate on playing
Selections will be played from lesser known only the more progressive Top 40 recorgroups such as Wichita Falls and Wishbone dings," he added.
"It is important that the students know
Ash. The night programs will be "light
rock" music with artists like James Taylor that we are not going to be a hard rock
and Elton John. However, Culp stresses that station for only Northerners and long-hairs.
the evening programming will not be en- We will not play entirely acid music. Since
tirely soft music but will "feature some we are the first progressive station in South
louder, heavier groups such as Three Dog Carolina, we hope that the students will give
Night."
us a try. After all, this is what they wanted,"
There will be several other revisions in elaborated Culp.
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EDITORIALS

Dorm prdpi

Photos for The Tiger by Ken McMahan

A distasteful police display
by Bob Thompson
Fans at Saturday's Clemson-Maryland
football game were given a first-hand view
of the consequences that instinctive, uncontrolled gut reactions can bring,
especially when students confront police.
The incident began innocently enough,
and even amusingly, but turned sour very
quickly. Several students in the grassy
area beneath the scoreboard had watched
with annoyance the rough manner in
which the police handled kids who refused
to return stray footballs quickly.
It has become somewhat of a ritual for
youngsters in the end zone area to pick up
footballs kicked there and see how long
they could keep them before the police
force them to return the balls to the
playing field.
The police, including campus and
Pickens County officers, were apparently
in no mood Saturday for harmless pranks.
They were unnecessarily rough in handling the youngsters, most of whom were
ten years old or younger.
A group of about five students, then,
decided to teach the police a lesson and
have some fun at the same time. When the
kick following the second Maryland touchdown sailed through the crossbars and
past the end zone, one of the students
grabbed the ball and began a wellexecuted game of keep-away against the
police.
Benjamin Scott, a student watching the
incident, got the ball and tossed it "over
the first fence, but not out of the stadium,"
he said. He was immediately tackled from
behind and he "got up running" because
he "didn't know who it was at first." Scott
was downed by a diving tackle by one of
the officers.
Scott said he was then dragged away by
the hair and the neck, and that he only
started "offering resistance when I

couldn't breathe. I grabbed the guy's arm
and tried to pull it away from my throat."
Another student, Guy Schwarting,
shouted at the police to let Scott loose so he
could breathe and "give him a break." For
this he, too, was arrested for disorderly
conduct. Scott and Schwarting were taken
to a police car parked inside the fence.
When police attempted to drive the pair
out of the stadium, the crowd that had
gathered around during the scuffle began
shouting at the police to let the two
students go and started pounding on the
car. There were also shouts of "shoot
him!" heard from the onlookers, referring
Ken McMahan, a photographer who had
taken several pictures of the arrests, was
also arrested when he refused to give up
the film he had in his camera. He, Scott
and Schwarting were taken to the town
police station and then to the campus police
headquarters.
McMahan was released when he agreed
to give up the film in return for a
statement, signed by arresting officer J.R.
Owen of the Pickens County Police
Department, guaranteeing that the film
"will not be disturbed or removed from its
casing and will be kept under lock until its
owner and the editor of The Tiger" contact
Owen or there is a court ruling on its
opening.
The film was released Monday when
McMahan and this writer talked to
Pickens County Sheriff David Stone. No
reason was given at that time for its
confiscation. McMahan, however, said
that when he was arrested an officer told
him the publication of the photos might
"incite a riot." The decision to release the
film, though, is in effect an admission that
the confiscation of the film was unethical
and a violation of freedom of the press.
A fourth student was arrested at the
game when he allegedly tried to smuggle a

policeman's cap out of the stadium. A
Pickens County officer told this writer that
the student "was trying to stuff the hat into
a blanket or something."
Scott and Schwarting were both given
$25 fines. Scott paid his fine, not bothering
to ask for a trial because "I've had experience with the law in this town and I
know it wouldn't be worth it." Schwarting
got a trial, was acquitted, and had his fine
returned. Scott said that neither the town
police nor the campus police allowed
anyone a phone call but luckily he had
enough money with him.
Fortunately for the police, no one was
injured during the arrests, which were
ostensibly made to keep spectators in the
end zone area from being injured by the
game of keep-away. One would think,
however, that a diving tackle, a
stranglehold and the possibility of violence
from angered spectators would be
somewhat more conducive to injury than
the tossing of a football.
Nearly as exasperating as the overreaction of the police to a harmless prank
is the fact that they tried to cover up what
they apparently felt from the onset were
injudicious actions. Sheriff Stone evidently
realized, when releasing the film, what the
incompetent police at the game should
have known: freedom of the press is not a
right to be revoked arbitrarily when bad
publicity is imminent. The police have
abused their power when they use it to hide
their incompetence and ignorance of the
laws.
The actions of the police at the football
game show a decided lack of respect for
the students involved and for their rights.
Admittedly, the students aggravated the
police, whether intentionally or not. If the
police do not control their angry, gut
reactions in the future, though, there could
be trouble.

The University's infringement upon
the constitutional rights of its
students cannot be denied. Numerous
instances where University officials
have exercised undue powers
document that assertion: rooms are
subject to entry by residence^personnel at any time and upon any
pretext; dorm residents are unable to
have visitors of the opposite sex
without the permission of the
University; students are not allowed
to have in their rooms such
unauthorized items as hotplates,
fireworks, pets, etc.
The pre-dominant attitude among
administrators seems to be that
students are to be treated differently
than
other
citizens.
This
discrimination perhaps stems from
the belief held by University;personnel and even some students that,
while democracy is an effective form
of government for the nation, it will
not work in a university.
Underlying this is the assumption
that students are less responsible and
less qualified to have a say in their
lives than are other segments of the
population. This implication has no
basis in fact and directly contravenes
the anti-elitist spirit of the Bill of
Rights.
As disturbing as the University's
usurping of students' rights is thefact
that some students condone and even
extend the infringements. A bill
presently under consideration by
Student Senate exemplifies the attitude that students' rights/^re
superfluous and secondary t«^ne
enforcement of University policy The
bill, presented by the Student Body
President's Cabinet at Monday
night's Senate session, would expand
the list of administrators who are able
to sign warrants to search dorm
rooms to include head residents of
each dorm, as well as the assistant
deans of students, the director of
residence halls, and executive officers of the University.
Larry Dunn, chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee to which
the bill was sent for study, expressed
dismay at the generally favorable
reception the bill has received so far.
"Even though this is a small change,
it could have a very drastic effect on
dorm life. Right now I feel it would be
a further infringement on student
rights. It would increase a power that
the University should not have in the
first place," he said.
The purpose of the bill, say its
proponents, would be to enable head
residents to enforce the dorm
visitation regulations recently implemented. They say that presently
violators of visitation rules often
avoid conviction on the grounds that
head residents who find unauthorized
persons in dorm rooms do so without
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Opinions expressed on the editorial pages are
those of the individual writer, excepting the
lead editorial which expresses the rroJority
opinion of The Tiger editorial board. The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect
the views of the administration, the faculty, or
the student body as a whole. Contributions
from the community are encouraged. Each
letter must include the author's name, major,
class and phone number. Personal confrontations with the editors may be arranged l« desired.

jposal ignores basic liberties
search warrants.
The President's Cabinet decided to
introduce the bill at a time when
Student Body President Gerry Hough
was unable to attend because he was
in Columbia for the fall South
fa Carolina State Student Legislature
convention. The author of the bill
apparently realized that without
Hough's support, the bill might not
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have received the approval of the
majority of the Cabinet that is needed
for the Cabinet to introduce
legislation.
It is doubtful that the President's
Cabinet would have introduced a bill
so contrary to the interests of the student body if it were not for the fear
that the University administration
might revoke visitation "privileges"

unless the rules were more
stringently enforced. The end must
justify the means, however. Students'
constitutional rights are more important than strict adherence to a
policy whose constitutionality itself
can be questioned (the objection to
regulating dorm visitation being that
students living in a dorm have the
exact same rights as do those living

off-campus).
Administrators
are
neither
policemen nor judges, and should not
act as such. They will do so, however,
until students stand up for their
rights. If Student Senate fails to reject
this bill concerning search warrants,
then, it will show utter disregard for
its obligations as the representative
legislative organ of the student body.
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Blot: 'Are these the legislators?'
(Continued from Page l)
relations gimmick for state politicians who could point,
to it and show that students were given an opportunity
to voice their opinions on issues. Yet SCSSL has never
proposed a piece of legislation which was passed by the
General Assembly — with the exception of that
legislation which duplicated efforts already underway.
Critics pushed the idea that students had votes and
rights like all other citizens — that it was time students
bargained for their interests like any other voting
group.
The arguments of the Disillusionists seemed wellgrounded. The spectacle of labor or business holding a
"play legislature" to pass bills which the General
Assembly ignores is hilarious indeed. Yet students are
invited — encouraged in fact — to participate in just
such a spectacle.
Student legislatores were presented letters from
various politicians lauding their efforts and giving full
support to the organization in its present form.
Governor West called SCSSL "an organization which
has for a number of years served as an effective voice
of student opinion in South Carolina.
"Theorganization," West continued, "has not only
provided a forum through which the youth of our state
can express their ideas and opinions but also has
permitted the future leaders of our state valuable
experience in the workings of state government."
Senator Hollings sent his apologies for not attending the session, then added, ". . I do feel strongly
that an organization such as yours is the most effective
way for college students to convey their wishes to the
press, the public and the government."
The politicians would be happy indeed if students
continued their parliamentary circus — it keeps the
students off the streets where they have traditionally
been more difficult to deal with. No doubt the
politicians fear any kind of organization which would
bargain with them for student votes on the basis of
issues.
At a joint session Wednesday morning, the SCSSL
delegates were treated to an address by State Rep.
Richard Sullivan, D-Richland, a freshman legislator
with three months experience whose recent election
was surrounded by charges of railroading and machine
politics. Sullivan fumbled through a speech he quite
possibly had never read before, mouthing such quizzical gems as "A year ago you were called an 'Elitist
establishment;' today you are called the future of
America." Sullivan went on to say that many are
depending upon youthful involvement "to win battles
that the progressive forces within this state have
fought for years."
Sullivan's speech, Sullivan's mere presence in
fact, was an indication of true possibilities for student
involvement in the state political scene as it now exists.
Sullivan was a safe speaker, and he made a safe
speech. The effect of his inspiring words upon the
audience was perhaps negligible, due to his poor
delivery, but the astounding fact is that moststudent
delegates were unable to see through the hypocrisy.
Who are these delegates anyway? Wandering
around, catching bits of conversation, their composition seemed to vary from freshmen still somewhat
awed by the formal proceedings to seniors who had
learned to be cool in the face of it all. The hair is longer,
the fashions mod, but the ideas are the same ideas of
the very early sixties, the same ideas in fact that were
present when Blot was a delegate five years ago. The
degree of naivete is unreal. The delegates seemed to
have no conception of the fact that they are no longer
second class citizens, required to accept the
meaningless handouts of elder politicians.
The representatives from the Citadel add to the
anachronistic atmosphere. When they vote they all
vote together, and they always vote against change.
But thev are not really much different from the rest of
the crowd, and perhaps that is the best indication of
where these South Carolina student government
leaders are in comparison to their peers m other parts

of the country.
Most of these students have no desire to become
meaningful; they can't even seem to grasp what being
meaningful would be like. They're like kiddies when
the ice cream is passed out — taking it gratefully,
slurping it noisily, then wondering where the stomach
ache came from hours later. The finest example I can
relate to you of this kind of attitude involves the appearance of Rep. Rex Carter at the joint session
Wednesday morning. Carter has been chosen by the
Democratic party two years in advance to take over
for Speaker Blatt in 1973.
When Carter entered the chambers, Governor
Polly Spann and other proponents of status flocked
around him, accepting the emperor's kiss — for them,
this is the man of the future, chosen to take the reins of
the Democratic animal and continue the long trek to
"Mediocrity or Bust."
The student crowd is finally so mundane, so
boring, so totally manipulated and immature, that one
filled with the overwhelming urge to do something
totally insane; to fill the water fountains full of acid,
smoke dope on the floor, rip down the racist Konfederate flag and parade nakedly about the chambers
ripping it to shreds — to leap up and release from your
throat a primordial scream which will penetrate their
blank minds and lurch them into action.
By Wednesday morning, the situation was chaotic.
After much cabaling, a five-man committee had been
appointed Tuesday night to consider the various
proposals for the future of the organization and report
back to the joint session. Most delegates favored an
"interim study committee" which would, in the words
of Beth Evatt, President Pro Tern of the Senate, "come
up with an organization which will represent the state's
students and lobby for their interests."
This proposal was presented as the majority
opinion of the overnight study committee. On the
surface, it was difficult to argue down, for the
Retentionists began demanding that it was the only
democratic thing to do — that the 33 schools in the state
who had chosen not to participate in this farce
deserved a voice in what happened to it.
But the Retentionists were bluffing. The interim
study committee was nothing but a ploy to retain the
status quo — SCSSL in its present form with some
revisions. The joint assembly refused to amend the
interim proposal to include these seven statements
from the Disillusionists:
1) SCSSL has no legal authority to bind any
segment of State or local governments.
2) SCSSL has had little, if any, real influence on
South Carolina's political and governmental processes.
3) SCSSL has been used extensively, however, to
promulgate upon the public at large the unfounded
impression that there is significant student input into
South Carolina's political and governmental systems.
4) SCSSL has been used to co-opt the honest efforts
of many students to influence political and governmental affairs in South Carolina. These students have
been so involved in SCSSL's political games they have
been unable to see their own ineffectiveness and
irelevance.
5) The structure and traditions of SCSSL have
actually done much to keep students divided and
diverted, rather than promoting the unity and
awareness students must achieve in order to become
an effective political force.
6) With the passage of the 26th amendment to the
United States Constitution, guaranteeing to almost all
college students the right to vote in all elections,
students no longer need to play at political involvement
or be content with paternalistic treament by the state's
political and governmental leaders.
7) Obviously, there is a crying need in South
Carolina for the progressive influence of a responsible,
effective student political coalition.

The vote on the fact sheet containing these seven
statements was a key one in determining just how
serious the assembled students were about reforming
their present method of voicing political opinion. These
seven statements were the major criticisms which had
been used to force the formation of interim study
committee in the first place. Yet the amendment adding these statements, more as information than
anything else, failed to pass 42-35.
The Retentionists' true feelings began to surface.
They could not well afford to come out completely
against the idea of studying their organization's goals
and effectiveness — that would beundemocratic. But
my failing to accept the seven statements put forth by
the Disillusionists, for consideration by the interim
group they were adknowledging that they felt nothing
was seriously wrong with the organization in its
present form.
Perhaps it would be fairer to say that the Retentionists were desperately against any move which
might finally result in the disbanding of SCSSL. The
Retentionists had to have a solid organization, one
which meets once or twice a year, to substitute for any
sort of real action on their part. If they could come to
Columbia and go through the motions of being involved, enlightened students, then they could have
their fun and games and at the same time be relieved
of the terrible responsibility of actually doing
something on their own. Most of the Retentionists
seemed at a total loss as to what they would do it they
were forced to come up with a genuinely new direction
for student involvement.
The basic idea of the Disillusionists seemed to be
this: dissolve SCSSL, make a public statement that
students are no longer going to be manipulated into
participating in such meaningless exercises, then go
back to respective campuses and begin organizing
voter registration drives, student caucuses — begin to
develop statements of student interests, backed by the
power of student votes — then, and only then, if various
schools wished to form a new organization to present
student voting power along a united front, fine. But the
Retentionists had no desire to go out and really work to
bring about political change. They much preferred to
retain what they had already, an organization that
required them to do little or nothing.
Perhaps the saddest occurence during Wednesday's maddening session was the eventually
cooptation of the leading critics themselves. After
losing the crucial vote on the 7-point fact sheet, the
author of that proposal made the statement: "Isn't
that great. It was really close." A few moments later,
before the local television cameras, this same critic
was lauding the establishment of the interim study
committee, outlining its purposes and goals in the very
words of the 7-point amendment which had just been
defeated on the floor of the joint session.
As this article goes to press, the fall session of
SCSSL continues. Rumors of walk-outs by the
disillusionists are flying about. But it is sad to think
that even though the critics may eventually walk out,
they were willing to be taken in by individuals who lack
their pure drive and purpose. It is sad that they were
unwilling, perhaps because they were afraid for their
own political futures, to walk out when the 7-point plan
was turned down. It seemed obvious at that point that
they only hope for a truly functional organization to
represent student opinion lay outside of the realm of
SCSSL. Of the state's 45 colleges and universities, only
thirteen are members of that comic body. And even
those schools which are members contain students
willing to fight for the kind of organization the critics
want — students who no doubt avoided SCSSL because
they knew it for what it was.
A coalition of these schools and individuals would
quickly destroy an organization which even now is
losing monetary support from several of its members.
The critics no longer need SCSSL. but they, like the
retentionists themselves, seem unwilling to go it alone.
And that is the saddest part of all.
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by Ginny Manning
"It's no joke."
It certainly wasn't.
Women's Awareness Week undoubtedly
provided one of the most informative, interesting,
and entertaining speaker/ discussion series ever
presented on this campus.
Women's Awareness Week, an attempt at
educating the general public on the various aspects
of the women's liberation movement, had been
planned as a combined effort of the Clemson
chapter of NOW (National Organization of Women),
the Women's Contingency of SOC, and any interested women of the Clemson area. It was unfortunate that SOC did not bother to become involved, since Women's Awareness Week was
originally an idea of SOC, and, it was, for all purposes, a success.
The three-day series, basically a combination of
short speeches and speaker-audience discussions,
was successful because these programs were
realized almost exclusively by women, directed at
women, and those "aware" enough to attend were
actually stimulated and, perhaps, educated.
The small audience size (an average of about
twenty people at each program) may have even
been beneficial, since both speeches and discussions
were immediately intimate and to the point.
The representative range of the well-chosen
speakers proved to be a credit to the organizers of
the programs. Women as diverse as conservative
Mayor Mary Finney of Liberty and USC law student
and feminist activist Vicki Eslinger provided
stimulating contrasts of knowledgeable women in
positions of influence.
Eslinger's topic, "Jane Crow and the Law"
pointed out the harsh injustices legally perpetuated
upon women in the United States. Many of her wellresearched facts appeared to come as a shock to
some audience members.
Perhaps the most significant point Eslinger
made was "that it is the 'will of the Creator' that
men go to work and war and women stay at home".

This 1872 Illinois Court decision was upheld in 1968
by a federal court in deciding a case concerning the
role of women.
"What if God is one of us (a woman)?" she
queried.
Finney, on the other hand, displaying her admitted conservative, Victorian background, did not
wholly disagree with some areas of women's lib,
notably equal pay for equal work and an end to job
discrimination. However, she took some personal
exception to the degree of discrimination that
women face, saying that she had never really experienced any overt discrimination as a woman.
Traditional dimensions of the female experience
were explored. Breast feeding, natural childbirth,
and birth spacing were discussed, as well as the
highly controversial topic of abortion. Audience
reaction was favorable Monday night after these
ideas were discussed, and a film comparing legal
and illegal abortion methods generated a large
amount of interest and discussion.
The changing role of women was covered by Dr.
Virginia Hardie, as she traced the historical
development of the role of women through key
break-throughs in the twentieth century. Another
side to the role-imate of women was interpreted by
Mary Shernac through the American folk song.
As Vicki Eslinger stated, women's rights and
development "is no joke" and the organizers and
participants of Women's Awareness Week approached women's lib as a serious objective to be
realized by organized women.
Women's Awareness Week, while a success, did
not bring out the traditionally apathetic student or
the house-bound women who need the benefits of at
least legal liberation in a very bad way. Daily, these
people face discrimination in many forms and are
often not aware of the alternatives or legal
possibilities open to them. Women's Awareness
cannot stop with Women's Awareness Week. NOW
and any other related group in the Clemson area has
to reach more women.

Anderson presents measures
by Earl Gatlin
Student Senate Monday night completed work
on a dorm bill and heard Attorney General Joe
Anderson propose bills to "aid" the student court
system.
The residence hall's bill, "Power to the
People," which was returned last week by the
Executive Council with a few minor suggestions,
was reworked and passed. Virtually the bill is unchanged. It still empowers the dorm council to
recommend extensions on special occasions for
dorm visitation and to coordinate social functions in
and between dorms.
Johnstone A and Bowman Hall had their dorm
council policies okayed. Several other dorm bills
were okayed by the Residence Halls Committee, but
could not be passed because the voting tallies were
not included.
A bill was passed calling for the combination of
senior and residence parking to residence parking.
This would reduce traffic distinctions to residence
parking and commuter parking. In the discussion
for the defense of the bill it was brought out that the
work of the police would be reduced and that many
parking spaces in senior parking are left empty.
Anderson came before the Senate and proposed
three bills which would aid the student courts. All

three bills were sent to the Judiciary Committee.
The first bill would provide for a method of enforcing its subpoenas. The bill calls for a denial of
privileges for those not answering subpoenas.
The second bill would allow four days for the
Court to convene rather than the two day limit now
established. Anderson reported that the time limit
had never been met before because of the difficulty
in contacting members of the Court.
The third bill would allow the Attorney General
and the chairman of the court involved two weeks to
set a hearing date rather than the present ten days.
"It doesn't sound like a big jump as far as time
goes, but it will help," said Anderson.
A bill to fund the voter registration drive with
$250 was passed. Also a bill to provide $600 to the
Student Legal Aid Fund for hiring legal aid for
students in cases involving the student's Constitutional rights was passed. The money for the
funding of the voter registration drive and the
Student Legal Aid Fund had been in previous years
allocated to the South Carolina State Student
Legislature (SCSSL).
A bill to give the Head Residents of a dorm the
authority to issue search warrants; was introduced.
It was sent to the Judiciary Committee.
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R. A. McLees Jewelers!
Quality Brand Names
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Adams Plan '
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SCPIRG plans
by Ron Elwell

Photo by Hiehsmlth

Highland
Special Student Discount
MONDAY AND TUESDAY ONLY
Ribeye Steak
Drink

The South Carolina Public Interest
Research Group (SCPIRG) is gathering
wind for a publicity drive to gain student
support so that the workings of the
organization may become a reality.
Framp Durban, head of the Clemson
chapter, said, this week "Due to our late
start this semester, SCPIRG has deferred
most of its activity until next semester."
SCPIRG started its program here to inform the students with a speech delivered
two weeks ago by Dr. Joseph Highland, a
Nader associate and designer of the
program. In his speech, Highland cited
examples from two states where the
program has been set up. False advertising
and pollution were two of the main problems
which Highland said the program has
worked on in these states (Minnesota and
Oregon). He also emphasized the importance of gaining unity among all the
schools in the state if the program is to work
effectively.
Next semester a publicity drive directed
by Phil Hanna will be undertaken. Hall
meetings will be held by student senators
and SCPIRG representatives where the
students will have an opportunity to learn
and ask questions about the organization.

Durban

PEOPLE WHO KNOW QUALITY
KNOW ABOUT

$1.69
.15

$1.84
Students Discount
.25

Only $1.59*
1303 N.
Murray Ave.
Anderson, S.C.

Durban also expressed the possibility of
having a more intensive door to door
campaign to present SCPIRG to all the
students.
A petition drive will follow to sign up all
students who agree with the concept of
SCPIRG and are willing to accept the $1 fee
per semester to fund the organization. The
petition drive is set to be completed by midFebruary. "We really need a majority,"
Durban said, "but we are shooting for 80% of
the student body to convince the administration of student support as certain
people in the administration have expressed
discontent with the $1 surcharge." SCPIRG
is set up so that this surcharge is refundable
to those who wish not to participate in the
program, and a system for easy refund will
be used.
Durban said, "SCPIRG is really aiming to
have the program in full operation for the
fall of next year. The success of the
organization depends upon schools pulling
together and working together in a statewide effort. The organization is an under
current of student activism brought out in
an organized manner to deal with state and
local problems. Clemson must do its share if
SCPIRG is to succeed in its goals."
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from the people
who make something small/
something big.

One word
best describes
the taste
of beer...
it's on
the tip of
your tongue. ||

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser.
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

I

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS

From the people who gave you
18,000,000 cars with 36,000,000 doors,
1 car with 4 doors.
The Volkswagen 411 4-Door sedan.
Now the temptation probably is to
figure that the 411 is just a Beetle with
a nice 4-door body.
Avoid that temptation.
The 411 has a very un-Beetle-like
engine.
I.e., powerful!
And a lot of extras are included in
the base price of the car.
E.g., automatic transmission.
And there's plenty of room for luggage. I.e., there is 20.1 cu. ft. of storage space.
And a lot of room for the people in
the back.
E.g., the kids and your Great Dane.
Without boasting, there is one
more thing we can say about the 411.
It's the first big car that has to be as
reliable as a Volkswagen.
Because of who made it.
I.e., Volkswagen.

Frank Myers Motors, Inc.
3515 Clemson Blvd., Anderson
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SEA plans despite woes
by Marilyn Walser
There are a number of things that a club
on the Clemson campus needs before it can
be widely successful.
Perhaps most importantly, it needs
members, and that is what the Student
Education Association has had so much
trouble getting this year. Although the club
caters to all education majors (one of
Clemson's largest majors curriculums with
over one thousand students enrolled),
turnout at their various meetings and activities has been terribly small. And quite
frankly, the officers of the S.E.A. are rather
worried.
First, there was a student-faculty tea
designed so that education majors could get
acquainted with faculty members in the
department. "Faculty turnout was great.
The only problem was that only about ten
students showed up at the tea," explained
the club secretary, Anne Bischoff.
Then there were several equally em-

barrassing incidents such as publicized
meetings which were very poorly attended.
According to Bischoff, "Sometimes we had
about forty people at a meeting. For us that
was good, but for a major with over one
thousand, it shows a definite lack of support
of participation in the association."
It all seems to create a rather
discouraging state of affairs for the Student
Education Association, but the club's
determined officers have no intention of
halting their efforts to make the
organization a success. In fact, they are
busy now planning an activity which they
feel is almost certain to instill a new enthusiasm not only for the club but also for
the education department itself.
Scheduled for January 10 and 11, this
project, known as "Time Out For Talk," is
designed to give education majors a forumtype situation in which they may air their
personal complaints about the department
and also hear talks which will give them

added insight into their chosen professions.
The program will be an all day affair with
each scheduled lecture given several times
during the day so that students may work
these talks into their schedules.
Highlights of the program will include an
evaluation of the advisory system. As
Bischoff reveals, "This is one of the biggest
gripes of the students, and we want to gettheir complaints out into the open. There is a
definite overloading on the faculty as far as
the advisory system is concerned, and that
is why so many students are unable to get
satisfaction from their advisors."
"We also want to discuss curricula
changes. The list of required courses needs
revision. Students want more practical
courses and opportunities to work out in
their field," she continued.
Those who attend "Time Out For Talk"
will also learn about new programs in the
education department such as Phase II (a
follow-up for the teacher's aide program)

Classifieds
FOR SALE: Kawasaki 250 Scrambler,
1967. $400 or best offer. Call 8828924.
WANTED: Ride to Gainesville or Orlando, Florida for Thanksgiving. Will
share expenses. Call 654-1119.

WANTED: Australia Needs Teachers
Now! Sick of Hassling Smog, Unemployment? Growing Needs, All Subject Areas.
For Full Information,
Send $1 to: International Teachers
Placement Bureau, P. O. Box 19007,
Sacramento, Calif. 95819.

WANTED: A Clemson alumnus wishes
to sublet a 2-bedroom apartment during the Thanksgiving holidays. " Will
take special care. Palmer Luetien,
5929 Beach Avenue, Bethesda, Md.
20034. Local contact: J. C. Martin,
654-5076.
FOUND: Hanna High School ring in
Riggs Hall. Owner may claim from
Professor W. L. Ball, 217 Riggs Hall.
PERSONAL: Ann M., when you
come down, call me and we'll rap a
while on ecstasy, rapture, euphoria,
and other related subjects. 'Til then,
your friend, B. H.
PERSONAL: To whom it may concern—Thanks for taking every cent I
had last weekend.

L

"Actually, we've been rather upset with
the student body. We are trying to help
students meet and know the people in the
department, and they aren't taking advantage of the opportunity, especially freshmen and sophomores," Bischoff stated.
Maybe participation in the club's "Time
Out For Talk" session will be more encouraging. You've got to admit, it's about
time they had a break.

Famous
Manufacturer

We Want
Student Business —
That Is, We Want
To Sell You

STOLEN: A copper-tone Schwinn
Varsity bicycle was taken from the
storage room on A-G on Nov. 3-4. I
rode this bike on several extended
trips and would like to have it back
for sentimental reasons. Please bring
any info to Larry Murray, A-831,
654-9998. Reward offered for return
of bicycle.

and Oakway (a Federally-funded project
which concentrates in actual teaching experience).
A "Potpourri" session will finalize the
activities. Hopefully, this will give feedback
an evaluation of the two-day. session.
Club officers hope for a wide participation
in each of the events. If plans go as expected, education majors will be given
excused absences from class in order to
attend the activities. Other interested
students are also invited to attend.

Handmade Goods!

Special Sale 1/3 Off
Flares And Straight-cuts
COMING DEC. 1st

Imported Hand-Carved Woods
WE ALSO HAVE HAND MADE
WOOD JEWELRY - CANDLES - TIES BELTS - HAND BAGS
COME TALK WITH US!

THE GIFT SHOP
411 By-Pass 123
12-9 Mon.-Fri.

Clemson, S. C.
9-9 Sat.

Seneca

Walhalla

982-3344

638-6712

WANTED: Student needs work on
weekends, any type of labor, 654-1119.
STOLEN: One Nikomat 355 mm camera with 50 mm lens from Phi Delta
Theta lounge Sunday a.m. You can
keep the camera if you must, but
please rewind film and send to David C. Wylie, Box 5832, C.U. It's important TAPS film. Thanks.
WANTED: A witness who saw an accident in the East Campus senior
parking lot involving 1970 dark green
Charger and 1969 Ford Fairlane with
lime-gold color.
It took place on
Monday, October 25th, around 8 p.m.
The Charger's license number was
given to me on a note. Please contact Edwin Bass at 656-6554.
POETRY WANTED: For poetry an-k
thology. Please include stamped return envelope for prompt reply.
JSend to LDLEWILD PRESS, 1807 East
Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90021.
WANTED: Room for one student
(male) next semester to rent. Call
654-2831.

TAPE PLAYERS
Component Stereos
Stereo Accessories
Repairs

9^sli ££oc(qe

123 BY-PASS BETWEEN
CLEMSON AND SENECA

THIS SATURDAY: Barbecue plates with slaw, french fries, bread and butter for $1.50 a plate.
Beverage extra.
Thursday Night: All the Chicken you can eat, includes (slaw, french fries, hot rolls, coffee,
or tea) for $1.50 (tax included).
Wednesday Night: All the Fish you can eat, includes (slaw, french fries, hot rolls or hushpuppie?, coffee or tea) for $1.50 (tax included).
Offer good between 4 p.m. and 10 p.m.

ENSLEY'S
ELECTRONICS

OPEN ON WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY FROM 3-11, AND FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 3 P.M. - 3 A.M.
PHONE 882-5324

610 Old Greenville Hwy.
Clemson

10 PER CENT DISCOUNT FOR STUDENT OR FACULTY MEMBERS ON ALL OTHER ITEMS.
THANKS FOR SETTIN' AT THE TABLE WITH US

"Service That Satisfies"
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Sports

the tiger

Football: N.C. State, USC and the winning season
By Chris Hindman—
The Clemson Tigers, believe it or not,
have an excellent chance to end a three-year
decline in the University football program.
Since 1967, Clemson has not had a winning
season. In fact, from the beginning of the
1968 season through Hootie Ingram's first
year, the Clemson football program
declined markedly.
In 1967 the Tigers compiled a 6-4 record
and captured the Atlantic Coast Conference
championship. Then came an unforeseen
transition. The Tigers won only 11 games in
their next three campaigns, the worst finish
in 1970, 3-8.
When the present season began, Ingram
vowed the downhill slide was over. But the
Tigers lost their first three games, and it
seemed as though there was little wisdom in
his proclamation. Then came another
unexpected transition. The Tigers won four
of their next six games.
And with a 4-5 record to date and two
games remaining, Ingram's hypothesis may
still be validated. However, the Tigers must
conquer N.C. State in Death Valley Saturday and South Carolina in Columbia
November 27.
Two wins would give Clemson a respectable 6-5 finish; two losses would merely
extend the three-year degeneration, unless,
of course, four or five wins can be considered a substantial improvement over
three victories. Only a winning season would
actually be indicative of progress to any
large extent.
Inside the ACC, the Tigers, now 4-1, have
assured themselves of no less than a secondplace finish, and should league-leading
North Carolina,5-0, lose to Duke Saturday
and Clemson stop N.C. State, the two will tie
for the title.
Clemson sustained its chances for both a
possible winning season and a share of the
ACC championship by defeating Maryland,
20-14, last Saturday. And for the first time
this year the Clemson defense received
adequate offensive assistance, something
the Tigers will find a necessity against State
and USC.
While the Tiger defense was containing a
Terrapin offense that managed 414 yards
total offense against nationally-ranked Penn
State, the Clemson offense, led by tailback
Rick Gilstrap, surpassed the 400-yard mark
for the first time this year.
The Tigers amassed 285 yards rushing, 108
by Gilstrap, and 133 passing. Running backs
Smiley Sanders and Wade Hughes had six
runs in excess of 13 yards between them, a
new trend in a previously sluggish ground
attack.
Not only did the offensive line and the
offensive backfield play well, but placement
kicker Eddie Seigler had his finest game.
Seigler's 48-yard field goal in the first period
tied his own school record set last year
against the Citadel. He later added a 32yarder, his ninth of the season, also a school
record.
Defensively, the Tigers have played exceptionally well all year, the only lapses
coming against Georgia Tech and UNC.
Terrapin quarterback Al Neville, the ACC's
leading passer with 1090 yards, connected on
23 of 35 tosses against the Nittany Lions for
249 yards. But he completed only 8 of 18 for
69 yards last Saturday, and the Maryland
rushing attack gained only 76. Maryland had
only 209 composite yards.
Clemson's Bobby Johnson, named ACC
defensive back of the week for his performance against the Terps, held Dan
Bungori, the ACC's number one receiver, to
only 3 receptions for 38 yards. Bungori had
29 receptions prior to the Clemson game.
The win over Maryland deserves merit,
but the remainder of the season is the most
pressing issue.
The Tiger's next two opponents, however,
won't be easy to overcome. N.C. State will
be out to compensate for an otherwise
miserable year, and South Carolina, now 54, has hopes for a winning season of its own.
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Al Michaels, in his first year as the
Probably the strongest aspect of the State
Wolfpack's head coach, inherited 27 let- defense is linebackers George Smith, Alltermen from an N.C. State team that ACC in 1970, and Bryan Wall. The seconfinished 3-7-1 in 1970 and for the first time in dary, weakened by the graduation of Alleight years placed lower than second in the ACC back Jack Whitley, is still the ACC's
ACC. This year the Wolfpack have stumbled best, allowing only 97.5 yards per game.
to a 2-8 mark, registering wins over Wake Sophomore Bobby Pilz and All-ACC canForest, 21-14,and Miami, Fla., 13-7.
didate Van Walker are the most notable of
Like Clemson, N.C. State: has relied State's defensive backs.
mainly upon its defense, although the ofN.C. State has won three outright ACC
fense is much improved. Last year N.C. titles and tied for two more, but that's all in
State scored only 10 touchdowns in 11 the past. Michaels is now in the process of
games, and this year the Wolfpack have rebuilding the Wolfpack, and sooner or later
scored 113 points, somewhat better. Yet, the he hopes to return them among the ACC's
defense is not of the same caliber as those of elite.
the past, and the offense has had 25 turPaul Dietzel left Army six years ago
novers.
dreaming of future ACC championships at
Offensively, N.C. State has two of the South Carolina and a nationally-ranked
ACC's best backs in Willie Burden and status. In 1969 Dietzel led the Gamecocks to
Charley Young, both sophomores. Burden is their first title and a berth in the Peach Bowl,
second in the ACC with 739 yards, and Young losing to West Virginia.
has rushed for 310.
When the Gamecocks failed to meet exUnlike most teams, N.C. State doesn't use pectations in 1970, finishing 4-6-1, he decided
one quarterback exclusively. Juniors his program would fare better outside the
Dennis Britt and Pat Korsnick and ACC.
sophomore Bruce Shaw have all seen exSo the Gamecocks officially withdrew
tensive action. Shaw, with 531 yards June 30, 1971, to join the nation's inpassing, is the best of the three. Altogether dependents. Thus far, the Gamecocks have
they have passed for 1,118 yards.
found the move comparatively futile. Of
The offensive line is led by guard Bill their five wins, three came against ACC
Yoest (6-0, 225, Sr.) and center Bill teams, N.C. State, Maryland; Virginia two
Culbertson (6-2, 220, Jr.). Dan Sarik, a 6-2, over Georgia Tech and Memphis State.
210 center, and John Saunderson, a 6-0, 225,
However, Dietzel's main motive in withguard, add depth.
drawing was to mold the Gamecock
Steve Lester, with 19 receptions, and program on the same level as those at such
Burden, with 17, are the Wolfpack's prime schools as Georgia, Florida State, and
receivers. Lester caught 11 passes in State's Tennessee, all of whom have dismantled
41-13 loss to Duke earlier in the year.
South Carolina this year. But then again,
The Wolfpack defensive front is led by two progress takes time, something which
of the finest tackles in the ACC. Dan Medlin Dietzel has been saying for six years.
(6-4, 255, Sr.) is a candidate for All-ACC
The Gamecocks entered the 1971 season
honors, and Roger McSwain (6-4, 245, Jr.) is without the services of quarterback Tommy
as good. Dick Curran (6-6, 255, Soph.) and Suggs, who holds every USC passing record,
Brian Krueger (6-1, 200, Soph.) are of the and split end Freddie Ziegler, who holds
same mold.
practically every school receiving record.

Also gone was place kicker Billy DuPre, the
possessor of every school kicking record, and
no less than eight other starters.
But with such personnel as linebackers Al
Usher, Gregg Crabb, and Pat Kohout, tackle
John LeHeup, defensive backs Tyler
Hellams, Bo Davies, Dick Harris, and
Jimmy Nash, offensive guard Richie Moye,
and running backs Tommy Simmons, Billy
Ray Rice, and Chuck Mimms back, Dietzel
wasn't the least bit worried.
However, he is worrying now. Starting
flanker Jimmy Mitchell, one of the nation's
best, is out for the season, as well as
Mimms. Rice has been hurt sporadically all
year, and second-team tailback Carlton
Hay wood is the newest casualty. Neither are
expected to play against Wake Forest
Saturday, and there is the possibility they
will miss the Clemson game.
Dietzel will now summon Charlie Jetton,
the last remains of the Gamecock tailback
arsenal, to pair with Simmons in the backfield.
When flanker Mike Haggard was hurt,
that left Jackie Brown and Billy Freeman as
the lone receivers with adequate experience.
Marty Woolbright, a converted quarterback, has atoned for the lack of receivers
and is playing well at tight end.
On defense, sophomore end Bob Rowe,
senior tackle Joe Regalis, and sophomore
Rogers Toy have blended well with the
holdovers to give the Gamecocks an
adequate defensive unit. Its only weakness
is a lack of depth, and this hurt against
Georgia, Florida State, Tennessee, and
Duke, who stopped Carolina, 28-14.
The Gamecocks defeated the Tigers, 3832, last year in an exciting game at Death
Valley. Clemson holds a 38-27-3 lead in the
overall series that started in 18%, but
Carolina has won the last three meetings.
Hopefully, the win in 1970 will be their last.
All you can say is the game is a tossup.
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Pre-season games underway
by Charles Norton
The Clemson varsity basketball team
started the 1971 pre-season scrimmages
with an 87-75 victory over the freshman
squad last Thursday night at Dorman High
School in Spartanburg. This was the
.beginning of a four-game upper-state tour to
unveil the Tigers to the public.
The game showed a few rough spots, but
Tates Locke was very optimistic about the
play of the team. "We had too many turnovers, particularly on the varsity," Locke
stated. "This was the first scrimmage for
them, and guys like Browning hadn't played
before a crowd in a couple of years." Mike
Browning is a transfer student from Miami
(Ohio) who didn't play last year. He came to
Clemson with Locke.
Center Wayne Croft,6-I0, and forward Van
Gregg led the freshmen wit!} 21 points

apiece. Sophomore forward Dennis Odle led
the varsity with 18 points, and Browning had
17.
The freshman squad stayed close on the
expert play of 5-9 guard Dough Lowe of
Spartanburg. The freshmen never trailed by
more than four points and led by as many as
five. The turning point came with 10:26 left
when Lowe and sophomore Terrell Suit
collided head-on as Lowe attempted a steal.
They were taken to Greenville Hospital
and found okay by a neurosurgeon. Locke
admitted that if Lowe hadn't been injured,
the game may have gone the other way.
The Clemson freshmen, who used transfer
students Ron DiPasquale and Marty Patterson, were without the services of, Archie
Mclntosh, who dropped out of school due to
an illness. He will be back second semester

and will be eligible to play beginning in
January.
The varsity was again victorious Tuesday
night with a 68-67 win. Danny Miller, a
transfer student from Spring Lake, N.J.,
scored his only goal with four seconds left to
give the varsity the win.
The varsity was led by Dennis Odle, who
scored 25 points, and Anthony Brown, a
transfer student from Anderson Junior
College, had 18 points. Croft again led the
freshmen with 21, while Gregg scored 18.
The freshmen led by as much as fifteen
points during the first half, but Croft fouled
out near the end and the varsity retaliated to
take the victory.
Locke believes these road games are
helpful to his squad in preparing for the
upcoming season. "It's a break in the

regular routine and the kids like that. I just
like it, I always have from the first time we
tried it," he said.
The varsity looked improved over last
year's 9-17 club. The players seemed to work
better together, and the inside looked impressive with 7' Dave Angel and Odle
supplying the board power. The point
position was the only real weak spot in the
offense since Bo Hawkins has been slowed
by injuries.
The Tigers played in Anderson last night.
They will perform in Greenville on Tuesday,
November 23, and will close out the preseason scrimmages at Clemson November
30.
The first regular season game will be
against Davidson, at Charlotte, N.C., on
December 4. Davidson is rated second,
behind Furman, in the Southern Conference.

Ruggerettes top ruggers
By Jim McMillan
The second semi-annual coed rugby was Mrs. Brazier. Her running, tackling, short glance of paydirt. Finally, in the the final score an embarrassing 20-10 tally,
match was held last Sunday with overcast and cursing was a frightful sight to any male closing seconds of the first half, the men the ruggers left the field asking themselves,
skies. The story was just as bleak for the on the field.
crossed the goal. Bob Braizer, who scored, "Who was CARDOZA 14?"
Clemson ruggers on the field.
The guys were expecting to be able to received miscellaneous cuts and bruises This week the Clemson ruggers will face
The annual grudge contest with those score at will, but were turned down by many from Becky Braizer, his tough fighting the powerhouse from the S.E.C., the
dominant-type chicks on campus originated a forceful NO. Even the newly introduced opponent, when she found out he had scored University of Georgia. The game will
last spring through the guidance of Don sexercises did not provide any easy han- the try.
commence at 2 p.m. behind the stadium and
Denison and the strength of Becky Brazier. dling of the coeds. All that the ruggers had
Five minutes later, the teams gathered on to the left of the parking lot, on the home
That first epic game ended with the girls left up the sleeve was to play the game as the field for 15 more minutes of.savage, field of the Clemson Rugby Club. Being the
having a slight point spread over the best they knew how, semi-skilled and not too competitive, and sensual rugby. The beer final and last game for the season for those
ruggers, 5-3.
technical.
and pep talk from Steamroller Fasinsky ruggers who took longer than four years to
This year Don Denison did some
The game started out early in the girls himself seemed to do little for the men. graduate, the action should prove to be
recruiting and appointed Lyn Conley to favor. Streaking for three quick scores, the
The final whistle came with the men exciting. Jim Howard has promised at least
captain the highly-spirited team. Conley girls continued to deny one rugger even a desperately trying for another goal. With four fist fights even if he has to hit the coach.
supplied the dominance, loudness, and the ,
massive personality needed to handle the
new influence or rookie ruggerettes.
As the pre-game warnTups began, the
ruggerettes exhibited * a host of new
techniques. Most of these were acquired in
the four or five knowledgeable practices by Chris Hindman
that were held previous to the game on
Sunday. Questions like, "what are all those
Hootie Ingram slowly examined the 1971 injury, and tailback George Bosse suffered eye this spring."
guys hugging each other for?" "Where are freshman football roster this week and then minor injuries all year. Quarterback John • Instead, Ingram grouped the freshmen
the laces on this fat football?", "What do I confidently stated that "we have more boys Marvel didn't see action until the closing into three catagories — those injured, those
do if I get the ball?", and "Just what is this on this team who can play than on the last minutes of the South Carolina game due to a who gave a steady performance, and those
rugby?", were absent from the verbal abuse two combined."
broken wrist.
who appeared to be potential starters.
the coeds were tossing at the ruggers. Most
"You usually have a number of boys who
Others saddled with injuries were
Those listed in the sceond catagory were
of the new lingual contained organized will never help the varsity, but all the boys defensive end Mike Webber of Greenwood, guard Frank Bethea, tackles Bob Cline and
cheers and demands dealing with the guys on this team will be able to help. We have Leonard Schuler, a 6-4, 240 tackle from Guy Lombardo, linebackers Paul Karlin
losing all the rugby balls. Needless to say, real good quality on this team," he added. Baltimore, Md., and Maret Cobb, a 6-2, 230 and Doug Mundy, defensive backs Jim
the game was going to be a touch and go
The 1971 Cubs, after a 20-7 win over tackle from Greenville. Cobb was hurt while Ness, Jack Hughes, and Daryl Grinstead,
situation.
Gordon Military November 1, concluded practicing for the North-South all-star game and flankers Dennis Smith and Eric
The kickoff was provided by the. men on their season with a 2-3 record, a large last August.
Huettinger.
the field. The girls took little time to show contrast to the 5-0 and 4-1 ledgers of the 1969
When asked to mention those players
In the third group were ends Tom Boozer
that they had come to play rugby. They and 1970 freshman squads.
whom he believed would be the greatest and David Label, center Gene Toney,
completely dominated balls in line-outs and
However, according to Ingram, the record assets to the 1972 Tigers, Ingram said it was Williamson, Blackwelder, linebacker Willie
scrums. Standouts like Jumpin' Kathy doesn't constitute a legitimate appraisal of impossible since "some of the freshmen who Anderson, tackles Doug Kelly, Jock Fender,
Kemp and Carol "Tops" Gallagher were the team's personnel.
were injured or didn't have a good freshman and Dan McBride, linebacker Kevin
major influence in the coeds control-type
"I don't think you can evaluate a fresh- year would be the ones to catch the coach's Bowling, and quarterback Bruce Gaston.
game.
man player on the basis of his freshman ■
The men were having a penalty prone year. He's in a new environment, and it's
game. They called time and time again for hard for him to adjust. Also, some of the
hands in the scrum, tackling the man players may have been in the wrong
without the ball, off sides in the rucks and position. Tim Blackwelder was playing
mauls, and molesting, which is a new rule to defensive end when he should have been
portunity to play three full years and get
me.
somewhere on the inside of the line," he by Doug Williams
good competition, and it gives them more
The ruggers had their hands full with the said.
Nothing can be more frustrating to a experience in the program," Ingram
odds stacked against them. Eighteen fierce
Tight end Tom Boozer, also capable of
women were attacking from every angle. playing defensive end, and tailback Jimmy football player than watching his team- remarked.
"Fancy Dancing" Diane Stephens kept Williamson, not only a fine runner but a mates from the bench and at the same time
"Of course redshirting "has its
many a rugby ball under her control. No strong linebacker as well, were the other knowing that a year must elapse before he drawbacks," Fellers stated earlier last
can aid their efforts, especially if he excels week, "but an extra year gives a player
matter what position she was in, erect or questionables Ingram mentioned.
added maturity and practice."
prone, her feet continuously flared out at the
Ingram and his staff matriculated only 30 at his position.
But such is the case for sophomore
eager hands and bodies of the ruggers.
"The main purpose of redshirting is
prospects in their first full year of
Other backs that revealed a nack for recruiting, and he believes this is one reason quarterback Mark Fellers, who came to simply to give next year's team more exrunning, passing and catching (oc- the team won so few games, especially Clemson after a brilliant career at Myers perience, especially if a lot of lettermen are
casionally) were Eileen Lanahan, Sarah considering the fact that such institutions as Park High School in Charlotte, N.C.
graduating. It is therefore a necessary
As a freshman, Fellers led the 1970 evil."
Henderson, and Stephanie Hammock. The Georgia and Georgia Tech ink as many as 50
most outstanding player of the game and the in one year. The freshman team lost to both Clemson Cubs to an impressive 4-1 record,
Among those who will join Fellers as
completing 52 of 86 passes for 740 yards.
recipient of the Steamroller Fasinsky award of these schools.
redshirt sophomores on the 1972 Tiger squad
Yet, because of more experienced per- are tackles Gary Brown (Fairfield, Conn.)
But Ingram contends that Clemson's
The EN Eagles won their second con- recruits provide as much size, speed, and sonnel in the form of Tommy Kendrick and and Curt Buttermore (Perryopolis, Pa.),
secutive intramural football championship ability as those signed by the Tigers' most Mike Matthews and a fine showing this past flanker Jerry Davis (Waltevboro), defenby defeating EN Gold, 20-13. The Eagles frequent opponents. The only noticeable fall by Keit Pengitore, Fellers, despite his sive back Brian Hoffman (Fairfax, Va.),
finished 6-0.
flaw in the recruiting, according to Ingram, credentials, was held out along with more and linebackers Skip Stombaugh (College
The semifinalists in IFC football are EN was that "we needed more backfield per- than a dozen other prospects who were not Park, Md.) and Lavern Thrailkill
and EOE in League A and ATO and BOT'in sonnel."
considered starters.
(Greenwood).
League B. The winners in each league will
Completing the list are defensive ends
The Cubs had six players who were
The Tigers graduate 17 seniors this year,
meet at 7 p.m. on field 2 Friday night to sidelined or not at full strength due to in- and those who take their place must be both Guy Gehret (Altoona, Pa.) and John Ross
determine the champion.
(Anderson), quarterback Lawson Holland
juries during the course of the season. These mature and ready to play when needed.
injuries afflicted the offensive backfield
Therefore, as in so many other schools, (Mooresville, N.C), tackles Al Murray
1971 FBESHMAN RESULTS
more intensely than any other area.
Clemson IS — Duke 13
many of the incoming freshmen, according (Tampa, Fla.) and Jack Palmer (Albany,
Clemson 3 — Georgia 33
to Ingram, benefit from an extra year of Ga.), guard Ken Peeples (Timonium, Md.),
Clemson 6 — Ga. Tech 11
Starting fullback Donnie White missed practice prior to their varsity careers.
defensive back Jimmy Riddell (Tampa),
Clemson 14 — U.S.C. 41
Clemson 20 — Gordon Mil. 7
practically the entire season with a knee
"Redshirting gives athletes an op- and split end David Young (Columbia).

Ingram impressed by personnel

Redshirting: evil or asset?
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The Department Of Services

REFRIGERATORS
Renewal - Second Semester
* Rental Fee - $20.00 (Check or Money Order - No Cash)
To: Refrigerators - Department of Services
Box 2188 University Station
* Fee must be received no later than Jan. 6, 1972

Collection - Those not receiving
* Monday-Wednesday (11-29-71- 12-1-71) 1:30-5:00
* Refrigerator Closet - Next to West Campus Dining Hall
* No East Campus Collection Station
Questions? - Christopher A. Black - George M. Haynes
0-328

654-9918

Refrigerators To Be Turned In Must Be Cleaned And Defrosted
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Music
Preservation Hall: best medicine in the world
by Tom Priddy
There was a little boy off on the far right
front of the audience early in the show
Wednesday night in Littlejohn Coliseum who
seemed to know the full value of the concert.
He was barely able to walk, but was hanging
on a rope that was cordoning off an empty
section of seats, stamping his feet, and
swinging the rope in time to the Preservation Hall Jazz Band. The little boy knew,
as they say, where it's at.
There was hardly a disappointed face or
an unused foot at the Concert Series'
presentation of the Percy Humphrey
Preservation Hall Jazz Band, as everyone,
urged by Humphrey to "just have a good
time and give vent to your feelings,"
generally carried out his wish.
Humphrey's band is one of the five
Preservation Hall Bands presently touring
the country. The bands were formed in the
French Quarter of New Orleans, in the
Preservation Hall, ten years ago. The bands
are some of the few remaining original New
Orleans jazz bands, and are comprised of
men in their sixties and seventies, playing
jazz for money for the first time.
"We started out just playin' for tips,"
bassman Chester Zardis says. "Then people
started coming from all parts of the world to
Preservation Hall." Now they go out to
reach people, and they reach them in the
finest sense of the word.
For men who took their deliberate time
walking up the stairs to thestage, the sevenman band could really swing. Clarinetist
Paul Barnes had a way of pointing his
clarinet at the audience after each solo so
that you could almost hear him say, "How'd

Photo by Denton

you like that one?" and trombonist Jim
Robinson danced around and clapped his
hands with such a comfortable grin on his
face that you knew they couldn't be anything
but sincere.
The band started off with a couple of
boogies and a few blusey pieces, an incomparable banjo solo and vocal on "I Ain't
Got Nobody" by Narvin Kimball, and a few
straight blues numbers.
Their first set had more up-tempo 4/ 4
jazz numbers, while the set after intermission featured a slower blues style.
The second set opened with a long version of
"Tiger Rag," with Percy Humphrey giving
a very convincing vocal. And, as each
member of the band got his chance to star,
drummer Dave Oxley even got his chance to
solo on a talking-blues song, "St. James
Infirmary."

They closed off the night with a long blues
piece, finally breaking into "When The
Saints Go Marchin' In," featuring a fine
drum solo and a couple of good two-steps.
After the show Zardis talked a bit about
their music. "I've been playing music since
I was 14 years old. I started off taking music
lessons for 15*, gave the teacher a dime and
bought myself an apple on a stick," he says.
"Never did give the teacher 15«."
"We have lost so many musicians. Every
year some of your old friends die. It's the
hardest pill in the world to swallow when
you've gotta carry your buddy to the
graveyard. Percy, Earl and Willie Humphrey. Those are brothers. We had to bury
Earl, and I had to carry him. He used to sit
next to me every night. I still think about it,
and tears get in my eyes, you know. I feel
like I want to cry sometimes."

The program notes put it like this: "This is
happy music, it is improvised, it is simple
and effective, it doesn't try for erratic effects, and it sings and it laughs and it cries
and so do its listeners." Mostly Wednesday
night the audience was singing and laughing
at the incredible music coming from the
stage.
Toward the end of the show two older men
in the crowd looked back at the standing,
smiling, clapping freaks and smiled to each
other. Something about the generation gap?
Perhaps. Everybody loved it.
"Lemme tell you," Zardis says. "We went
to a high school last year and a guy was in a
wheelchair. He never walked. We played
some spirituals and that guy got up out of
that chair and walked. He said 'This is the
best medicine I ever had in my life.' " Indeed it was.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES
presents

FIVE BY "THE SIX"
A Concert of Varieties in Vocal Music
Clemson University students enter Gates
9, 10 or 11 - present Activity Card for
admission. Others present ticket. Season tickets ($10 and $5) or individual
tickets ($3 and $1) on sale at Gate 11.
Special Clemson student date tickets on
sale at Gate 11 for $1.00.

MONDAY, NOV. 29 - 8:00
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
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AMERICA'S LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

witnosh:

Who, Blue, etc.
by Tom Priddy
"Meaty Beaty Big and Bouncy" — the Who
I should have known. If any group could be expected to produce an
unusual "best of" album it had to be the Who. Meaty Beaty Big and
Bouncy (Decca DL-79184) is a collection of fourteen Who classics, and,
largely because many of the cuts have never been released on an
American album, the record is the best collection of hits any group has
ever gone to the trouble of packaging.
Since the Who in their early years had a good deal of trouble
getting established, many of their best songs were either just released
as singles or only released in England. Due to the absence of liner
notes on the album, here is a brief chronological sketch of all the
tracks on an album for -the first time, information courtesy of Chris
Van Ness of the L.A. Free Press:
"I Can't Explain" was recorded in January of 1965, and was the
first single issued by the Who, previously known as the High Numbers.
The vocal backing is done by a group called the Ivy League, and the
rhythm guitarist playing with Pete Townshead is Jimmy Page.
"Anyway, Anyhow, Anywhere" was recorded in July of 1965, and
was the follow-up single to "Can't Explain." "Substitute" was an
early 1966 release which was later re-released three additional times,
each receiving little or no response. This is the original recording,
never released on an album, but played similarly live on Live At
Leeds.
"I'm A Boy" was also released early in 1966, and this particular
cut is slightly longer than the single of the same name, although both
were recorded at the same time. Bassist John Entwhistle is featured
on French horn.
"The Magic Bus," recorded in 1967, is not any of the three other
recorded versions of the song, but is a different version recorded at the
same time as the original. And finally, "The Seeker" is the first Who
single released after Tommy, and it, too, has never been on any
album.
"Stories" — David Blue
As near as I can tell, David Blue has been around for quite some
time. Even more to the point, though, he's just been ignored for quite
some time. He has to his name one Elektra album (1967), one Reprise
album (1968), and has just released a third, Stories, on Asylum (SD
5052). No overnight success is David Blue.
I suppose I can understand why Blue hasn't made it yet. His
stance is definitely Dylanish and his delivery is very slow and
deliberate, and in a world of exciting music and instant gratification
the slow rewards of David Blue could easily go unnoticed. But I can't
understand how he could remain unnoticed after Stories.
David Blue, you see, is a musical genius, and Stories is a genuine
masterpiece. Blue's microscopic examinations of his life are reflected
beautifully in the eight songs included on the album. To say the album
is poetry set to music would be to ignore the integral part the music
plays in the phrasing of the lines and the general mood of the songs.
Nevertheless, Blue's words are very poetic and very sullen,
especially in reference to (possibly his own life with), drugs. Notice
how he never mentions the word drugs or any specific details. In
"House Of Changing Faces" he says, "It wasn't easy when I think
about it/ Living in the house of changing faces/ I still have the tracks
to remind me/ What life was like high and wasted/ When I wanted to
die."
And on "Come On John," "I've got a friend with a habit/ A habit
of running away/ He says he can't take it/ He takes it every day."
Despite the harsh lyrics, many of his songs are almost comical. All are
accompanied predominately by acoustic guitar, all are sung in his
almost painfully emotive voice, and all are captivating.
My favorite song is "Fire In the Morning," with string
arrangements beautifully done by Jack Nitzsche, and all the
musicians combining for beautiful music as well as beautiful words. In
short, if David Blue is passed over this time, I'll die of shock. He's
nothing short of brilliant.
Pentangle
"Reflection"
Pentangle received, or at least came close to receiving, American
prominence through their last album, Cruel Sister. The English
acoustic band enjoyed some success with the album which newcomers
to the group appreciated for its traditional folk tunes played with
modern instruments, and which Pentangle regulars enjoyed for its
change of pace (but occasionally shunned for its lack of strong instrumental).
Pentangle regulars should rest assured that the group is back with
some of the finest instrumentals and purest vocals to be heard
anywhere. Cruel Sister was necessarily structured with its traditional
_
— (Continued on page 17)

MISSES' WOOL BLEND JEANS
JUMPING ALL OVER TOWNI
and now they're reduced!
Here, those lively tweed-look jeans that
gadabout and make you feel so comfort
able! Bonded wool, nylon and rayon in
great styles with button-fronts, real
flared legs, belt loops, no pockets, two
pockets and even four pockets. They fit
superbly, feel so nice and cost so littlel
Come in, scoop up several, save plenty]
Great colors; Sizes 6 to 16.
Highway 28 By-Pass
Robert Hall Clothes
Anderson, S.C. 29621
E. Side Of Pearman Dairy Rd.

regularly 5.99
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FOR THOSE WHO CARE ENOUGH TO WEAR
OR GIVE THE VERY BEST -

More Mayall
by Bob Thompson

^ABBOtfS
MCNS

SHOP

Clemson Phone - 654-2993
Seneca Phone - 882-2583

Weak a**y Jh

A tf A

BOUTIQUE
FOR GUYS & GALS

BELL TOWER MALL - GREENVILLE, S. C. - 235-7680

PATTERSON'S
REALTY AND
INSURANCE

NEW!
from
REGISTERED

DIAMOND RINGS

—

What can you expect from a nostalgic musician
of 40-odd years, backed by a guitarist who defected
from the Ventures, and completely lacking a percussion section? Owing to the musical expertise and
imagination of John Mayall and his instinct for
choosing the right accompanists, "Memories"
should prove a pleasant addition to the growing
Mayall blues legendry and a welcome strike against
the status quo of sensationalism and mediocrity.
It is very tempting to call this album a "must"
for the true-blue Mayall aficionado because it gives
a background of Mayall's life that is helpful in
appreciating his many contributions. A biography
of Mayall reads like a history of rhythm-and-blues
music, and one of his greatest contributions has
been in bringing to the foreground some very
fascinating artists from England and the U.S. The
Mayall family tree boasts such notables as Eric
Clapton, Jack Bruce, Mick Taylor, Mick Fleetwood,
Peter Green, Keef Hartley, John McVie, Sugarcane
Harris, Aynsley Dunbar and, more recently,
Harvey Mandel and Larry Taylor of Canned Heat
fame.
"Memories" is the latest step in Mayall's
steady progression away from so-called heavy
music toward a more melodic, moody style. Drums
are gone, the mind-blowing lead guitar had been
refined into a sensual, expressive instrument and is
often replaced by dobro steel guitar and sitar, and
the effect is promising. Mayall, always the
iconoclast and innovator, has done an admirable job
of showing that the rules of music can be broken
without destroying the end product.
Accompanying Mayall here are bass guitarist
Larry Taylor, who deos a more than adequate job os
sustaining the rhythm in the absence of percussion,
and Jerry McGee. A virtual unknown in the blues
field, McGee plays lead guitar and dobro steel
guitar, as well as the sitar, which provides a
beautiful touch of versatility. What was he ever

m
doing playing with, of all people, the Ventures? At
any rate, his guitar and sitar work is technically
superb and shows surprising imagination.
A frustrating aspect of Mayall is his vacillation
between extremes of lyrical fluidity and disharmony, between triteness and originality. Thankfully
he has resisted the temptation to lecture that is
evident on earlier albums, but his rather limited
vocabulary causes an incongruity between lyrics
and instrumentation that is noticeable on several of
the slower-paced songs. His voice, too, is inconsistent.
Few musicians have shown more skill at instrumental arranging than has Mayall, and at times
he seems a near-genius. He is such an adept instrumentalist himself that I sometimes wish he
would dispense with lyrics and backup musicians
and show off his skill a little more. Mayall's harmonica defies comparison, ranging from an extremely fast and intricate rock style to a wailing
pitch that bespeaks the melancholy and nostalgia of
his blues background. On piano and guitar he is only
slightly less gifted.
The most admirable trait of Mayall's music is
its integrity. Mayall is a self-proclaimed crusader
against the obnoxiously heavy style that musical
neophytes clamor for and many performers consider necessary, especially in live performances.
"Memories" says it just ain't so.

"PEACE WMl GUIDE THE PLANETS
AND LOVE WILL STEER THE STARS

CLEMSON, S. C.
525 College Ave.

BERNARD BARROW
JENNIFER O'NEILL
A Joel Sleinberger Production

SI

Color

Special Late Shows 10:30
Fri. 8c Sat. • Nov. 19-20
THE DIRTY DOLLS
OP DEVIL'S ISLAND!

"WOMEN IN CAGES"
In Color 9 R-Rating
Sun. & Mon. • Nov. 21-22
"Tristana is superb!"
—N. Y. Times

"TRISTANA"
In Color • GP-Raling
starring
CATHERINE DENEUVE
FRANCO NERO
Tues. & Wed. • Nov. 23-24
MICHAEL BRANDON
TIPPY WALKER
in

"JENNIFER
... On My Mind"
In Color • R-Rating
Screenplay by Erich Segal

CLEMSON THEATRE

CHELSEA SSOO
ALSO FROM 200
WED. RING 75
MAN'S lOO

Dramatic new styles in 14K yellow and white gold each protected
against diamond loss. Each guaranteed for perfect quality, permanent
registration and trade-in value.

PHIL

JEWELERS,
llli North Main St.
Anderson, S.C.
QUALITY-SERVICE

Ky* "If you have just one show ^b
to see, make rHAIR!" £SRNES

#

SPARTANBURG MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
November 19, 20, 22, 23.
Tickets now on sale
Phone: 582-8107
Orchestra: $6.50, $5.50, $4.50
First Balcony: $6.50, $5.50
Second Balcony: $4.50
ALL SEATS RESERVED
Mail Orders: Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium
P. O. Box 1410 - Spartanburg, S. C. 29301
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MBA Enterprises presents

Dead in Atlanta: the best

Isaac
Black Moses/Shaft/
Buttered Soul

Hayes
IN CONCERT FOR USC/CLEMSON WEEKEND
Plus Special

Guest Star:

WAR

CAROUNA COLISEUM

SATURDAY, NOV. 27 - 8 p.m.
The Carolina-Ciemson game is Sat. Afternoon
The Isaac Hayes Concert is Sat. Night
Tickets $6.25 - $5.25 - $4.25—By mail order to Carolina
Coliseum — Phone reservations 777-5111, and on sale
day of performance right up to showtime.
by Lewis Kirk
Take the infamous Municipal
Auditorium, a better-thanaverage Atlanta (and surrounding area) crowd in the mood for
a lot of rock and roll music and
one of the best, if not the best,
rock and roll band in America,
and chances are you are going to
have a pretty good concert
despite power troubles, poor air
conditioning and our friend, the
fire marshall.
The Grateful Dead is known for
fantastic live performances and
this was no exception but let's not
forget their "warm-up band."
The New Riders of the Purple
Sage, the "warm-up band," is not
exactly the typical group that
plays before the main attraction.
After an unexpected tour of
downtown Atlanta we arrived to
discover John Dawson, vocalist
and rhythm guitarist, had just
finished breaking a string. After
that short delay, the NRPS
launched into their music.
For those of you who have
never heard NRPS music, all I
can say is that it is a combination
of country-western and rock
music
which
is
totally
unrecognizable as either one.
With Dawson strumming and
stomping and singing, and
everybody else doing exactly
what they should do, the result is
amazing. Even with the considerable loss of Jerry Garcia's
pedal steel guitar work, the
NRPS had the crowd moving with
every beat of "Henry," "Glendale Train" and even Mick
Jagger's "Connection." The only
complaint could be that a little of
the "live" feeling wasn't there. I
kept thinking how nice it would be
to be back in my room with them
on the stereo.
But then there were the Dead.
And they were anything but dead.
If you want to get an idea what it
was like, get a hold of the newest
Dead album, put it on your stereo
about as loud as it will go, ask all
your neighbors to come in and
jump and clap and stomp and
yell, and then close your eyes and
imagine the Grateful Dead
playing just because they enjoy
it. But that's not really close.
The set started with "Bertha,"
just like the album, and most of
the people on the floor moved up
to the front after standing as soon
as Garcia walked on stage.
"Bertha" was good, but before
anything else could be good, the
fire marshall decided everybody
should sit down. As the policemen
climbed on the stage to tell the
crowd that the fire marshall was
unhappy, Garcia summed up just
about everybody's feelings when
he told the officer that it "really

Photo by Denton

wasn't necessary." After a few
minutes and a lot of hassle, things
got started again.
The Dead played new, old and
borrowed songs, and it seemed as
if everyone ended with the crowd
on its feet. Unfortunately, tuning
problems and/ or equipment
problems prevented them from
building a unified concert, and a
few times those waits between
songs seemed interminable,
when you consider what they do
with guitars it's easier to forgive
a little tuning.
On the songs from the new
album, some things that were
missing on the recording came
through clearly. Garcia seemed
to have a little more freedom
with his guitar work, and the
transitions between phrases were
more distinct. The effect was an
added excitement and a shiverup-and-down-your spine sensation.
The few unrecorded things that
the Dead did were mostly good
rock and roll, but the polish and
smoothness of the more familiar
songs were lacking.
Probably the biggest disappointment of the night was that
we didn't hear from Garcia on
pedal steel. "Casey Jones" from

Workingman's Dead and "Sugar
Magnolia" and "Truckin" from
American Beauty were probably
among the best songs done all
night. The jam on "Sugar
Magnolia" seemed like it would
go on forever and everybody
would have stayed to hear the
fantastic musical communication
that kept things together when
every member of the group was
doing something different and
then the next second the whole
group is on the same phrase. But
even for all that it would have
been great to hear some of the
other cuts off of those albums
with Garcia on pedal steel.
Another disappointment was
the lack of representation from
the Dead's earlier albums like
"Anthem of the Sun" and Live
Dead, bit with the limited time
there was the Dead's selections
were probably the best. There
was a problem with the power
that could have kept them away
from anything requiring unusal
effects, too. The Dead have
changed though, and the concert
probably was representative of
the music that they enjoy now.

ESSEH
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FISHER 701 • 4-Channel • 250-Watt AM/FM Receiver
Features: AUTOSCAN Touch Tuning, Remote Control
AUTOSCAN . — FET's and IC's. multipole alters with
torodial resonators, ceramic ladder filters. — Loudness
Contour, High Filter, Volume and Baxandall tone controls. — 40 Watts RMS per channel. — Simultaneous
monitoring and recording on all four channels. — Wide
Surround— concept creates 4-channel sound from conventional two-channel stereo program material. — Eight
speaker systems, 4 main and 4 remote. — RF-40 Remote
Control included.

DON JONES
CUSTOM STEREO, INC.
1706 Laurens Road, Greenville
LP's $4.00
TAPES $3.00 & up
EVERYTHING FOR THE HOME & CAR
$69.95
$4,000.00
Check Out Our Huge Selection Of
Used Stereo Equipment

And they do enjoy their music.

Kaleidoscope Music

NOW OPEN!
TOP LABELS & ARTISTS
MUSIC FROM BACH TO ROCK
in

LP's, TAPES & 45's

ALL 45's

$7-$10 TAPES

65c

$5.29

If we don't have it — we'll order it at
No Extra Charge

CEDAR ROCK SHOPPING CTR.
Cedar Park Road

Berea, S. C.

Tome
The
Wolfpock
LYNCH DRUG CO.
DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
"CLEMSON SUPPORTERS ALL THE WAY'
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Cinema
Trumbo and 'Johnny Got His Gun'
By Jerry Griggs
No arms, no legs, no face — the result of war, and a
difficult subject for tasteful film treatment. How to sicken
one of war, to portray this pitiful remnant of a man and
produce compassion without disgust, to portray self-pity
and self-ridicule without becoming Mauldin, to connect an
idyllic past to the nightmarish present, these are some of
the difficulties inherent in the subject of "Johnny Got His
Gun."
One such problem shows early. Throughout the major
portion of the movie the voice we are to identify with
"Johnny" seems oddly unemotional. Even during the first
panic of realization there is more a tone of shouting than
screaming. The "Voice" of Johnny's thoughts (or rather
Joe's) seems obviously to have been read from a movie
studio, seems as dead as that in a TV soap opera.
And yet, had the voice been too emotional, too pained,
too early in the film, there would have been very little room
for development, playing too strongly, too easily, upon the
audience's sympathy. Thus a thin line exists whereon to
operate between overplay and the understatement which
has resulted.
That "Johnny Got His Gun" fails to find this medium
point is not so much deplorable as regrettable, for aside
from this one instance the film admirably avoids such
mistakes. The fantasy scenes are generally excellent and
bring out the slowly developing idea of carnivalesque
display to which Joe eventually comes.
Joe (or "Johnny" as the title implies) is played very
well by Timothy Bottoms, whose presence on camera
overcomes the weakness of his disembodied voice. When we
see him within the fantasy or memory sequences he
displays very good facial control which reinforces the sound
of his voice. Perhaps the best performance is given by
Jason Robards as Joe's humanistic and self-ridiculing
father. Indeed, there are few if any bad performances in
"Johnny Got His Gun."
Dalton Trumbo was both writer and director of
"Johnny Got His Gun." The book has reached the screen

only after many years delay due to its controversial nature.
Mr. Trumbo first wrote the novel during the early 1930's,
but not until recently has it received critical and popular
attention. In the filming of "Johnny Got His Gun" Trumbo
has accomplished a long awaited desire. It is a pity that it
has taken this long for the motion picture industry to accept
Trumbo's work.
The French Connection
There are so many ways in which a movie can capture
an audience's attention that it seems unforgiveable for a
movie to be boring. Even a bad movie can frequently draw
interest simply by its screen "presence," a term frequently
applied in the past to actors and actresses, but equally
applicable to film as a whole.
"The French Connection," in spite of its use of some of
the oldest, sure-fire plot ingredients, cops and robbers type
deduction and hunch playing, an automobile chase down
crowded streets, a slowly-closing web of clues and information; all ending with a dark shrouded hunt, the
central character stalking the number one villain through a
much run-down building, in spite of, and sometimes
because of these time-tested plot elements, "The French
Connection" comes off boring.
Perhaps the reason for this lies with the main character
Doyle. Rather than follow the old cliche of making the
policeman/ hero a fine upstanding gentleman who'd give
the shirt off his back to a poor starving bookie, "The French
Connection" follows the newer cliche of making him a
totally despicable character.
Doyle is a very efficient narcotics squad officer with a
penchant for young ladies in boots and a total disregard for
the lives of those around him. During the course of the
movie he displays a violent temper, panics a gunman into
killing two innocent people and causing a train wreck, does
thousands of dollars worth of property damage in an idiotic
high-speed chase through the middle of town, having
several accidents and near-accidents and nearly running
down pedestrians, and by firing without looking at his

target, thus killing a fellow agent, even as his quarry gets
away. Doyle comes off as a lascivious "Fearless Fosdick."
In painting this despicable character "The French Connection" succeeds too well, and the audience quickly loses
all sympathy for the character.
With sympathy for the main character ruled out, the
audience's need to identify with something or someone on
screen is thrown off onto two of the supporting characters,
neither of whom is strong enough to carry the weight.
Doyle's partner, Cloudy, closely follows the standard image
of the good, but tough, cop, and thus does not have enough
individuality to produce anything other than indifference.
The only remaining character, and the one perhaps
most successful at evoking a sympathetic reaction is the
French heroin smuggler Chabrier. He is cool, intelligent, in
fact, has all of the admirable qualities of the "continental"
gentleman. Any interest in the movie must center on him,
yet he is too much of a stock character himself to be able to
carry the movie except in a very few scenes. In the end his
escape is welcomed, though not particularly unexpected or
ingratiating — after all, he was a heroin smuggler.
Advertising for "The French Connection" has
frequently emphasized or invited comparison with "exciting "movies like "Bullitt" and "Vanishing Point," but the
basis for comparison is very slim, and the result is
decidedly negative.
Satyricon
Unlikely as it may seem, the University YMCA this
week will have the first area showing of Federico Fellini's
film "Satyricon." It seems terribly short-sighted of area
theatres that such an important movie should be neglected
for so long a time, and then make its first appearacne in a
decidedly second-rate theatre. A similar injustice was done
Ken Russell's film "Women in Love."
Of course, not having seen "Satyricon" myself, I can
neither truly recommend nor condemn it. All that I can do is
note its presence and the general excellence of Fellini's past
film efforts.

"Special Thanksgiving Buffet

99

HOLIDAY INN of CLEAASON
SERVING 11:30 'TIL 3 P.M.

MENU

#4**
ILTVJTJI

Baked Ham, Chicken A La King,
Southern Fried Chicken, Roast Tom Turkey
Cornbread Dressing, Giblet Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Whipped Potatoes, Candied Yams, Whole Petit Carrots
Green Beans Almandine, Tossed Salad, Pickled Beets
Sliced Tomatoes, Cottage Cheese, Potato Salad, Apple Sauce
Cole Slaw, Bean Salad, Chicken Salad
Pumpkin and Mincemeat Tarts
For Reservations Call 654-4450

Adults $2.25-Children Under 12 $1.50
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$5.25, $4.25 from Isaac Hayes Concert, Carolina Coliseum, U.S.C.,
Columbia, S. C. 29205.

Entertainment
Cinema
Because theatres sometimes change
schedules at the last moment, The
Tiger suggests that you phone them
for confirmation of showings. These
listings are current for the week beginning today.

Clemson
ASTRO HI, College Ave., 654-1670 . . .
Nov. 19-20: "Marriage of a Young
Stockbroker,"
starring
Richard
Benjamin.
Nov. 81-24: "The Touch," starring Elliot Gould in Ingmar Bergman's first English film.
Nov. 25-27: "Scrooge."
CLEMSON THEATRE, Downtown,
654-3230 . . .
Nov. 19-20: "Glass Houses," with
Jennifer O'Neill.
Late Show Nov. 19-20: "Women
in Cages."
Nov. 21-22: "Tristana." starring
Katherine Deneuve.
Nov. 23-24: "Jennifer on My
Mind."
Nov. 25-27: "Tender Warrior."

lives. Channel 29.
10 D.m.—Civilization—"The Light of
Experiences" features the techniques
of two Dutch painters, Rembrandt
and Vermeer. Channel 29.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.—The Electric Company—
Improve your vocabulary. Today's
show features the differences between
fiend and friend. Dig it? Channel 29.
Wednesday
7:30 D.m.—"Caught" — Special on
teenage shoplifting in sunny South
Carolina. Learn what pitfalls to
avoid. Channel 29.
8 p.m.—ABC Movie Special—"South
Pacific" ■— This special isn't so special, since South Pacific has A) been
around a long time and B) this is a
splashy Hollywood version. Boring of
a kind, but some people are pushovers for musicals. Besides, we get
to go home today, so who cares if
it's even on? Channel 13.

Anderson
BELVEDERE CINEMA, Shopping
Center, 224-4040 . . .
Nov. 17-23, 24: '"Doctor Zhivago,"
Omar Sharif.
OSTEEN. 613 N. Main St., 224-6900 . .
Nov. 17-23: "Friends," 1:30, 3:30,
5:15, 7:15, 9:15.
Nov. 24-: "Chrome and Ho* Leather."
STATE, 133 E. Whitner, 226-1566 . . .
Nov. 19-25: "The Left-Handed
Gun," starring Paul Newman in
the story of Billy the Kid.

Greenville
ASTRO I, 291 By-Pass, 242-3294 . . .
Nov. 19-25: "Play Misty for Me."
ASTRO II, 291 By-Pass, 242-3294 . . .
Nov. 19-25: "French Connection,"
1:26, 3:20, 5:15, 7:20, 9:30.
CAMELOT, McAlister Sq., 235-0356 . .
Nov. 19-25: "Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid," starring Paul
Newman and Robert Redford.
CAROLINA, N. Main St., 232-8411 . . .
Nov. 19-28: "Bless the Beasts and
Children."
FOX, N. Main St., 232-7111 . . .
Nov. 19-23: "Glass Houses," with
Jennifer O'Neill, 1, 3. 5, 7, 9.
Nov. 24-: "Head On," GP, 1, 3,
5, 7, 9.
MALL CINEMA, Wade Hampton
Mall, 235-2834 . . .
Nov.
19-25:
"Kotch,"
starring
Jack Lemmon and Debra Winters,
2, 4, 6, 8, 10.
TOWER THEATRE, Bell Tower.
232-2117
Nov. 19-23: "They Call Me Trinity," R. Weekdays at 2, 3:45, 7:25,
9:25. Sunday at 3, 5, 7, 9.
Nov. 24-: "Carry on Camping," R.
Weekdays at 2, 4, 5:40. 7:30, 9:15.
Sunday at 3. 5, 7, 9.
—J. L. W.

Television
Friday
3:30 p.m.—The Communist Leader
—Inspirational rhetoric for the aspiring South Carolina pseudo-rad. Recommended for directionaless, wouldbe campus leaders. For the revolution. Channel 29.
Saturday
4:30—NCAA Football — USC vs.
UCLA—After the Clemson-N.C. State
game, feast your eyes on the tube
for more gridiron thrills. Channel 13.
8:00 p.m.—NCAA Football—Notre
Dame vs. LSU. Here we go again.
Channel 13.
8 p.m.—Saturday Night Movie —
"The Group"—Remember when you
were too young to get into the movie
to see this? Or when lesbianism was
not quite graphic? This isn't a bad
flick, but many consider it mild and
outdated. From Mary McCarthy's
novel. Channel 4.
11:15—Saturday Late Show—"Diplomatic Courier"—Run-of-the-mill spy
thriller, complete with evil Soviets
and wild women. Channel 13.
Sunday
2 P.m.—AFC Football—Miami vs.
Baltimore. (Personal: Sarah — Baltimore has a lousy team, but all is
forgiven. Come home.) Channel 4.
3 p.m.—Shock Theatre — "The Fly"
— Top grossing picture of 1958 in
more ways than one. Atoms freak
out and main mutates into a fly and
fly mutates also. Semi-precious classic. Channel 13.
9 p.m.—The Gambler—Part Two in
BBC drama starring Dame Edith
Evans. Channel 29.
Monday
1:15 p.m.—Americans All—"Emerson and Thoreau"—Interesting program about two of the most influential writers in America apH their

COME ALONE

EMERSON, LAKE AND PALMER,
appearing in Atlanta Municipal
Auditorium, Monday, November
22 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets $3.50,
$4.50 and $5.50.

COME WITH AN IDEA OR

HAIR is being presented this weekend in Spartanburg Memorial
Auditorium tonight at 8:00, Saturday at 6 and 10, Monday and
Tuesday at 8:00.
Tickets are
$4.50, $5.50, and $6.50. The touring company presenting the musical is one of the three branch
groups from the main Broadway
run in New York City. Hair is
one of the funniest, best and
most relevant plays to hit the
Broadway stage. See it if you
can.

Thursday
10:00
a.m.—Macy's
Thanksgiving
Day Parade—This has got to be one
of the best, most exciting parades
of the year, straight or otherwise.
Good pre-dinner entertainment. Channel 4.
G. M.

Concerts
ISAAC HAYES in concert Saturday,
November 27, at 8 p.m. in Carolina Coliseum (after ClemsonCarolina game). Tickets $6.25,

COME WITH A GROUP OR

POCO, appearing in Littlejohn Coliseum, November 20 at 8 p.m.

Specials
A 60-MINUTE AUCTION, barbershop
quartet competition and antique
car competition will be highlights of the Antique Festival
in Historic Pendleton Dec. 3-5.
Advance tickets for the show
and sale are available PDHRC,
125 E. Queen St., Pendleton or
by calling 646-3782.
PAINTINGS by members of the Blue
Ridge Art Association are now
on display at the offices of the
Pendleton District Historical and
Recreational Commission.
The works of Oconee County
artists, along with others, will be
on view through December and
may be seen Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
paintings will be a special feature during the Dec. 3-4-5 Antique Festival.

COME LOOKING FOR ONE
WE'LL GIVE YOU BACK YOUR BEST IMAGE

baskan studto
Downtown Clemson

654-5883

(Christmas Photos delivered by Dec. 10)

mi i I:I:I:\T count i IIVAAHS

The spice of life in a pair of pants. In MALE. Different
| Color Threads it's like walking around in a rainlmw. A
collage of multi-colored stitching to fit, your multi•i colored moods. Perfect for rainy (lavs. For Itcd-letter
-| days. For Hue .lays and Yelkm days. And those are
just a few of oar Different Color Threads weaving

witnosh:

through MALE, pants for a different kind of
■

could lie another ordinary day in the life of
cotton twill and denim fl. t

punts. These pants are <• *" -—
all 100% cotton.

(Continued from page 13)folk songs re-arranged by the group, but Reflection (Reprise RS 6463),
with four traditional arrangements, four Pentangle compositions, and
one long instrumental, allows for much more flexability.
"Wedding Dress," the first cut on the album give a hint to the style
of the rest of the album. Jacqui McShee sings as beautifully as ever,
and Bert Jansch and John Renbourn subtly add the background to this
traditional, medieval piece. The folk style is not as stringent and
exacting as it was on Cruel Sister and allows for fuller vocals and
instrumentals.
Intricate and delicate arrangements abound on Reflection, as the
group takes off occasionally on a few jazzy flights and several tight,
harmonious and subtle vocals. One of the best vocal touches is the
double-tracking of Jacqui's voice on "Reflection."
Bert Jansch, of Pentangle, has another solo album to enrich the
work he does with the group. Rosemary Lane (Reprise RS 6455), is an
enjoyable collection of mostly Jansch compositions played
acoustically and sung softly. Jansch's sometimes disturbing voice is
offset by its simple honesty and the exquisite acoustic guitar work by
one of the instrument's masters.
"Jim Carroll" — Jim Carroll
Jim Carroll is presently being touted as A&M Records' next
superstar, and, although it may come as a surprise, the news releases
and promotions are, for once, almost an understatement. Carroll's
first album, Jim Carroll (A&M SP 4323), shows enough moments of
near-perfection to sell any album, and, possibly, make a new superstar.
At least one song, "Save Me," has the feel of a new rock classic.
Carroll plays electric guitar on this one, and sings, with bass being
handled by Lee Sklar and drums by Russ Kunkel. Carroll's voice,
usually slightly rough but generally personable, shows its wide range
of emotions. He begins in an anguished tone, very emotional, and adds
a light, almost comical chorus in a beautifully absurd juxtaposition of
feelings. "I have just been wonderinV If you could please/ Send the
final thunder and/ Give me my peace."
Similarly successful is "Porch Song," actually recorded on the
front porch at A&M's lot. Carroll succeeds most when he concentrates
on a serious topic or a serious topic with comical overtones. "Porch
Song" is the most private song, a song about how a road can carry
heavy pain and love and how it specifically relates to him.
Jim Carroll is a very moody album, and one with many different
styles and voices. All retain a similar identity, however, by either a
similar type of music or by Carroll's voice and acoustic guitar.
The album quite obviously shows the care that's been used in
producing it. David Spinozza plays electric guitar on most of the cuts
and arranged the beautiful string sections on "Save Me" and "Scratch
Your Head." Sklar, Kunkel and Danny Kootch perform from James
Taylor's rhythm section.
The only disappointment is the occasionally poor choice of songs.
A few of the songs, such as the brief rock 'n' roll piece, "I'm In Love
Again," could normally be passed off as an accepted indulgence by a
more established musician, but Carroll has a couple of similar
throwaways and instead of being an indulgence they turn into a painful
waste of talent.
Carroll's album is definitely good and generally well-paced, but he
too often wastes his time on poor songs. With a talent such as he has of
giving a separate identity to everything he does, he could do a lot
better. Still, if you can accept the tendency to Leon Russell on "I'm In
Love Again" and B.B. King on "I Got Plenty," you'll love side one,
which is universally good, and you'll enjoy the three or four absolutely
brilliant performances. If every cut on the album was as good as
"Save Me" or "Scratch Your Head" Jim Carroll would be a superstar
today. As it is, he'll have to wait 'till tomorrow. But he'll make it.

look, Hringing life and expression into what

at

Carole's Record Shop & Boutique
Wade Hampton Mall
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Student organizations aid Head Start
By Nancy Jacobs
"Can you draw a turkey?"
"Not very well. Can you show me how?"
"That's easy. Put your hand on the paper
and pull your fingers apart. Now draw
around it."
"Like this?"
"Yes. Now draw the eye and legs and
mouth."
It was a simple exchange between two
ordinary people, a child and a Head Start
volunteer. But when ordinary people work
together, they sometimes accomplish extraordinary things.
Head Start Centers are much more' than
day care centers for pre-school children.
Through the existing programs many three,
four, and five-year-olds are being given a
chance to experience the things they may
have missed in their home environments.
Many projects are designed to acquaint the
children with their "Community Helpers,"
such as policemen and firemen.
POLICEMEN:
They help us atplay.
They help us at work.
They help us at home and at school.
They make our cities safe for us.
Some policemen help us cross the street.
Policemen are our friends.
The message in a classroom reminds the
children of the recent visit by policemen to
the Kennedy Center in Anderson. Some of
the children were frightened by their
visitors but soon accepted the idea that the
policemen had indeed come to be their
friends.
Much of the Head Start program is concerned with developing a sense of selfesteem in each child. The children are encouraged to recognize the importance of
their individuality. The results may be
observed in the children's relationships with

each other. Recently, when a four-year-old
addressed a classmate with "Hey, girl," she
firmly corrected him. "I'm not 'hey girl.' I
amTb.!"
v
Although the program chiefly involves a
trained staff of teachers, it is supplemented
by the involvement of student volunteers.
Under the auspices of the YMCA's Office for
Volunteer
Programs,
campus
organizations, such as APO, GSS, Capers,
and Student Education Association (SEA),
recruit students to help at the Townville,
Pendleton, and Anderson centers.
Providing Head Start Volunteers is one of
the many services of the Office for Volunteer Programs. According to Otis D. Nelson,
Associate Director of the YMCA, student
volunteer programs not only provide the
community with needed services, but they
enable students to find "meaning and
satisfaction through avocations."
In a recent progress report of the Office of
Volunteer Services Nelson said, "This office
is seeking to involve groups already
established, like the APO, and seek commitments from them, rather than build
some super-organization. Along with the
groups, we want a place for individuals who
are not particularly interested in an
organization, but who want to serve. This
allows for each to have his own motivation
and to gain his own satisfaction from the
service rendered. It also minimizes 'look
what I'm doing' attitudes from the Office of
Volunteer Services. This allows for a
student-oriented program, which is a must if
the students are to become really involved."
To further the cause of student involvement, many programs have been
established. Students are now functioning as
"Big Brothers" and "Big Sisters" in
juvenile court cases and in mental health

centers. Student volunteers also teach water
safety courses and contact aging citizens to
inform them of existing service programs.
"Presently we have 130 students involved
with Head Start Programs; 25 students with
the Day Care Center; 30 students with the
Crisis Intervention Center (Hotline); and
several involved with Mental Health,
Recreation, Safety, and the Children's
Homes. At the Governor's urging, the state
agencies have started a drive to involve
many students in varied ways to work
toward the solutions of state problems,"
Nelson said.
At this time there are two approaches to

the volunteer programs. The service may be
totally non-academic and extracurricular
or, in some cases, may take the place of a
class assignment. Nelson hopes that in the
future, academic credit in some departments may be arranged for services.
"Students offer a resource for helping to
solve many of the state's most pressing
problems. Students desire to be involved
now rather than awaiting their day in the
democratic process," Nelson said.
"Clemson University is service oriented
and should involve its students now in a
commitment to service for the welfare of all
the state's citizens."

Dickey: What's to say?
by Charles Huff
How do you write a review of a man who
reads poetry and makes an ass of himself?
Well, he did read some poems, three to be
exact, which is what he was here for, supposedly. Actually, the three poems that
were read weren't that bad and James
Dickey's reading last Thursday was acceptable, under the circumstances. One
might even ignore a certain amount of
crudeness on stage if the program had been
somewhat longer (it was only thirty minutes
by my watch).
The first poem concerned a mathematics
teacher, and was fairly well received. The
second selection was about the ironies of
being "killed" by a sack of flour during war
games, and ended in a tone of "what are we
doing here, anyway?" It also gave Dickey a
chance to do one of his grit impersonations.
The final selection, "False Youth:

Autumn: Clothes of the Age," was one of his
most recent works. (It was, published in last
month's "Atlantic," I believe.) It also
provided the occasion for more redneck
imitations and some mugging with a cowboy
hat he'd shown up wearing. The time between poems was taken up largely with
shooting the bull and dropping a few fourletter words which I'd better not repeat
here.
All in all, it was really a pretty disappointing program, which is a damn shame,
since Dickey's last reading here was supposed to have been excellent, or so I'm told.
In view of the large gathering (Tillman was
fulled) its a pity that things turned out as
they did; I just hope this doesn't hamper the
Speakers Bureau's future efforts.
For those who weren't there: you missed a
pretty good show, but not much of a reading.

cdo presents

poco
littlejohn coliseum
november 20, 1971
8 p.m.

tickets: $3.25 advance, $4.25 floor, $4.25 door

cda after party

' '-00 'till $2.00 per couple y-barn
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"WILLIAM FAULKNER'S "MISSISSIPPI": AUTOBIOGRAPHY INTO
FICTION" will be the subject of
a lecture by James B. Meriwether of the University of South
Carolina. The talk will be given
on Friday at "12:20 a.m. in Daniel
Hall auditorium.
Meriwether is
the author of "William Faulkner:
A Check List" and "The Literary
Career of William Faulkner."
SIGMA TAU EPSILON is offering
free tutoring sessions in Freshman chemistry, math, English,
languages and other arts and
science courses including zoology
and botany. The sessions are held
on Monday and students wishing
to take advantage of the tutoring should report to room 415 of
Daniel Hall at 7:30 p.m. The tutoring service will be discontinued after the Thanksgiving holidays.
CAR WASH will be held today from
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. at the Baptist
Student Center. The price is $1.50
and includes a vacuum.

PHI

KAPPA PHI honorary society
will hold initiation of new members on Tuesday, November 30,
at 6:15 p.m. in the Purple Room
of the Clemson House. The banquet honoring the initiates will
be held at 7 p.m. in the Clemson
Room of the Clemson House.
Guest speaker will be Dr. Corrine Sawyer, president of Faculty Senate. Banquet tickets are
$3.50 each and must be purchased not later than Thursday, November 25, from Dr. Patricia
Wannamaker in room 507 of
Strode Tower.

A PIANO will be available for
dent use any time between 8
and 10 p.m. in room 27 of
YMCA. Please ask for the
at the desk.

seling Center.

fessional schools for Black and
other minority group students, is
now available through the Coun-

H

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MICROBIOLOGY local chapter will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in room 222
of Long Hall. Frank Dework, a

graduate student in microbiology, will give a summary of
Clostridium perfringens food poisoning.
INTERNATIONAL

STUDENTS

AS-

SOCIATION will present "An
Egyptian Talking about Egypt
and the Middle East" on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the international
students' lounge on the third
floor of the YMCA.

Fraternity & sorority
jackets and jerseys

ttouttft ftttwcent
Oconee
Square
Shopping
Center
Seneca

P

by "Russell-Southern"

K

123 By Pass Seneca Phone 882-3391

Sporting Goods

1 put a lot of bread
into a down payment on my new car
And I'm not going to blow itr

stua.m.
the
key

PLACEMENT OFFICE is offering
graduate-job matches through the
College Placement Council and
major employers throughout the
country utilizing a computer system. Students expecting degrees
by next August and interested
in
exploring
job
possibilities
should go by the Placement Office for further information.

NEWSPAPER RECYCLING is now
going on around the campus. Several clearly marked 55-gallion
drums have been placed around
Johnstone Hall by Survival, and
newspapers may be placed in
these containers for recycling.
Only newspapers can be accepted
at this time.
PHI KAPPA PHI ESSAY CONTEST
is being held on the topic of
"'What Is Knowledge?" The essay must be from 500 to 1000
words, and the winner will receive $50 and a certificate on
Honors and Awards Day. The
competition is open to all _ students.
Upperclassmen are requested to take entries to Robert L. Cross in room 401 of Strode
Tower, and freshmen are asked
to give entries to their English
instructor.
DEADLINE FOR GRAD II JOB
MATCHING
PROGRAM
input
forms is November 30, and those
seniors and graduate students
who are interested should immediately contact the Placement Office for the required forms.

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS during
the 1971 Christmas holidays have
been arranged by the South Carolina State Chamber of Commerce at no cost to students.
Seniors, graduate students and
juniors will be given the opportunity to meet with personnel
representatives of major businesses and industries on December 29 at 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Town House Motor Inn in Columbia. Those students interested
are requested to write to the
South Carolina State Chamber
of Commerce, P. O. Box 11070,
Columbia, South Carolina 29211.
DR. ALBERT HOLT, associate professor of English, Clemson University, will moderate the program
of the Clemson Unitarian Fellowship on Sunday at 10:30 a.m.
at the YMCA. The public is invited.
The discussion will concern the
emergencies of some new styles
of life in America. Theodore Roszak's book "Making of a Counter
Culture" and other related studies on the youth movement will
be considered.

You worked hard for that new car of yours. Now all you've
got to do is take care of it. Part of it's using the right
gasoline. Amoco®. The type most new car owner
manuals recommend.
Amoco is specially formulated for your new car's antipollution engine. Made to help it run better, longer. And
Amoco can double the life of your tail pipe and muffler
compared to fully leaded gasolines; spark plugs last
longer, too.
Amoco Super-Premium gives you all these benefits plus
better mileage than other premiums. It's the only antipollution premium gasoline you can buy.
That's one reason why more new car buyers switch to
Amoco and other gasolines at American than any
other brand.
So now that you've got that new car, use the gasoline
you can count on.

You've got a new car We've got a new car gasoline.

CIRCLE K, a service organization,
will hold an open meeting on
Monday at 8 p.m. In room 208
in Sirrine HaU.
All interested
male students are invited to attend.
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MINORITY STUDENTS, a reference book about academic and
special assistance programs offered by 900 graduate and pro-

You expect more from American and you get it.
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Profs approve Nixon's choices
By Bill Thorneloe

/

Albert

Photos By Denton

Fleming

.

Since President Nixon took his oath of
office, he has repeated his desire to stock the
Supreme Court with men with prior judicial
experience, comparative youthfulness, a
conservative philosophy, and "strict constructionism." Neither of his current
nominees, Lewis F. Powell, Jr. and William
H. Rehnquist, have had previous experience
on the bench.
During the past week I have talked to two
political science professors here about
Powell and Rehnquist, and about their
possible impact on the Burger Court.
Horace Fleming, a political science instructor, said, "As lawyers, both Powell and
Rehnquist have good credentials. Powell
has unimpeachable qualifications in his
understanding, and in his ethical and
practical life. He has promised to dispose of
his financial holdings that have made him a
millionaire. Powell is Nixon's idea of a strict
constructionist."
Fleming continued, "Rehnquist at least
has good qualifications on paper. As Special
Counsel to Attorney General Mitchell he has
proven himself as a Constitutional theorist
and lawyer. He received good observations
as legal clerk to the late Justice Robert H.
Jackson. Rehnquist seems to feel, however,
there is no need for special laws to protect
minorities. He feels the Fourteenth
Amendment gives this and only enforcement is needed under this broad
doctrine."
As to Powell's age, Fleming felt "the
history of longevity in Powell's family may
have a factor in his nomination. But I feel
Powell was just from the right region and
had good credentials."
Harold Albert, assistant professor of
political science, felt "the only real threat
to Powell's confirmation is his extensive
financial holdings which he hesitated to sell
due to the depressed state of the economy.
This has not caused him any real problem,
though. A similar case occurred with a
former nominee, Clement Haynsworth in
that his financial holdings could cause an
appearance of a conflict of interest in a case
that Haynsworth heard. This prevented his
confirmation.
Albert concerned about the ages of the
nominees. "Powell's age will not allow him
a great number of years on the bench."
"Rehnquist is only in his forty's and may
have a thirty to forty year career on the
Supreme Court. His opposition does not
mention this very much. Also few mention

enough the effect of the court on the man.
For instance, the actions many people expected from the late Justice Hugo Black's
background in the Ku Klux Klan never
materialized. He became one of the best
strict constructionists in the field of individual rights in the Court's history.
"Senator Sam Ervin made similar
predictions that although he disagreed
strongly with Rehnquist's views on a police
state, he was convinced that Rehnquist
would change when he put on the robe.
"Labor and black leaders will not be able
to prevent his confirmation. Still the effect
of these attacks will be to make Rehnquist
more liberal to prove he has no prejudices."
Fleming agreed, adding, "Rehnquist is
more out-spoken and thus more controversial. Yet the Senate will find it difficult to reject him. Ideally the Court is
divorced from ideology and thus it will be
difficult to reject him for his philosophy."
Powell has been endorsed by the Virginia
NAACP for his activities on the Richmond
School Board while the Phoenix NAACP has
condemned Rehnquist for his philosophies
while he lived in Phoenix. Fleming thought
these criticisms against Rehnquist are
necessary to place him on guard while he is
a Justice. "It is part of his political
philosophy to avoid special laws in civil
rights. Rehnquist feels that by not fully
enforcing the Fourteenth Amendment, these
special laws in civil rights are
discrimination in an opposite way. The
Court has said it is necessary to
discriminate now to correct legal
inequalities in the past. We can only wait to
see if the job as Justice changes his mind."
I asked Albert and Fleming to speculate
on the future of the Burger Court and the
prospects of individual rights and unpopular
decisions of the Warren Court. They both
had ideas.
Fleming charged, "We are going to see a
quiet revolution begin in the Supreme Court.
With Rehnquist, Nixon has asked the Senate
to agree that the Warren Court went too far,
and thus to make an ideological decision
about Rehnquist. Powell and Rehnquist's
confirmation would give the conservatives a
six to three majority in the Court. We will
see two things begin to happen more.
"First the Federal Courts will give more
freedom to State Courts to dispose of their
own cases. When an appeal is made to a
Federal Court from a State Court, we will
see a reply denied without explanation. The

Federal Court will not hear the case. Thus
the more conservative State Courts will
have the final disposition more often.
"Second, the Supreme Court will begin to
modify some of the Warren Court's more
controversial decisions. There will be no
sweeping reverses but the Court will
qualify, limit, and reinterpret previous
decisions and precedents. Rights of
defendents will be decreased.
Fleming also said, "I think that eventually Senate liberals will regret not confirming Haynsworth and Carswell. They
could have been more easily convinced to
take more liberal stands than Powell or
Rehnquist will. I think that Rehnquist has
the best chance of distinguishing himself for
his knowledge, although I do not think he
will be known for championing any issue. He
will be more of a restrained court man and
this may be detrimental to individual rights.
While Burger will be known as an administrator, Rehnquist will be a leader in a
quiet court revolution."
Albert disagreed with Fleming concerning changes in the Court's procedures
which would be as far reaching as
revolution. Albert believes, "The list of
qualifications that the President drew up
and his choice of Powell and Rehnquist is
just an inconsistency which should not be
taken out of context. . .Similarly Nixon says
he wants a Conservative and a strict constructionist on the bench. Most people think
these are the same but they are not. A strict
constructionist will read the First Amendment and conclude that absolutely no law
may be passed by Congress to abridge the
individual's freedoms. He reads the Constitution for what it says. However a conservative will rationalize the First Amendment to read that Congress shall make no
arbitrary law, thus upholding the rights of
the group, the country, the state, over
the' individual. I do not believe that the
conservatives have a solid enough majority
to develop a revolution in the Federal
Courts. Congress has enough control over
the types of cases courts may hear to
prevent much loss of individual rights
through refusing to hear cases.
"Powell and Rehnquist's statements in
favor of wiretapping indicate their loyalty to
a conservative philosophy of protecting the
group over the individual. Powell has indicated that he will reconsider his opinions.
Only Rehnquist is a gamble all the way. I
hope he lives up to his potential.

Judy Wolfe not typical 'mother'
by Dotti Dennis
Last Thursday night, while enjoying one
of her favorite pastimes and worthwhile
causes, namely intramural football, Judy
Wolfe let her enthusiasm for the sport get
out of hand and was soon suffering from a
dislocated shoulder and a broken collar
bone.
In typical leadership spirit, Judy shrugs
off these injuries as hazards of her trade,
that trade being Head Resident of Barnett
Hall.
This may sound strange, but it all fits in
with Judy's action-filled program for the
coeds in Barnett Hall. Action has been the
key factor in her relative success in Barnett
so far this year — action ranging from
dragging an old piano from a secluded, offlimits game room into the main lounge, to
giving clogging lessons one night a few
weeks ago. Little things, true, but important
ones to many of the 140 girls in the 6 dorms.
Besides being a Head Resident ("I hate to
be called Dorm Mother"), Judy is also a
graduate student in higher educational
guidance. Coming to Clemson after two
years of being assistant dean of students at
the University of North Carolina, Judy has
very definite, clear-cut ideas and guidelines
for dormitory life and feels that her present
work in Barnett Hall is mostly experimental.
The climax of Judy's experimental first
semester program occurred November 5th
when 34 people (14 men and 20 women)
traveled by bus on a Barnett Hall sponsored
trip to New York. This "learning ex-

perience" included an all night drive on
Friday; a 2-1/ 2 hour bus and walking tour of
New York City Saturday morning; a free
afternoon to roam around the city unchaperoned; the Broadway play "Promises,
Promises" Saturday night, followed by a
party in the Picadilly Hotel where they
stayed; and then another 12 hour drive home
Sunday.
For anyone who finds it hard to believe
that this trip actually occurred, Judy swears
that she didn't have any trouble getting it
approved by the administration. "Dean Cox
and Dean Deloney actually encouraged it."
She says that it wasn't even very difficult
getting male students allowed to go. "I just
explained the safety factor of having guys
along in New York City."
According to Judy, the reason approval
came so easily is that the weekend trip was
supported by Barnett Hall's dorm council
which has sufficiently proven itself
to the Deans to be "well-organized and efficient, reliable and responsible."
The dorm council, which was formed the
second week of school, has had a continually
growing influence on Barnett Hall life. It is
composed of one representative from each
suite in the dorm. These representatives have
helped to "improve communication in the
dorm" by relaying all council messages to
the residents on their suites individually,
eliminating the need for mandatory hall
meetings, which have traditionally been a
popular dormitory pastime.

* *
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Some of the council's projects this semester, which have all been carried out under
Judy's help and advice, show promise for
the future, and some of their projects can be
acknowledged at least for the effort put into
them.
Back in September, Barnett Hall sponsored a seminar on Don Quixote in the
dorm's main lounge, attracting 78 participating freshmen. Bridge games have
been held fairly regularly throughout the
semester. At present, donations are being
collected to send students from the
Daughters of the American Revolution
school at Tamassee to a town carnival on
November 19th. Christmas presents and a
Christmas party are now being planned for
this same group of children.
A couple of weekend trips for next
semester are under consideration with
possibilities including trips to Washington,
D.C., Six Flags Over Georgia, and a ski trip.
All of these projects are in line with Judy's
belief that "eighty per cent of a college
education should be obtained in dorm and
extra-curricular activities."
For Halloween, this same dorm council
sponsored a week-long, sorority-type
project in which 128 enthusiastic girls
participated as "secret pumpkins," surprising each other daily with candy and
cheery notes. These activities culminated in
a dorm party during which secret pumpkins
revealed their identities. (Well, if 128 girls
really want to be secret pumpkins...)
About the only thing the dorm council can

be seriously criticized for is its slow action
in organizing open dorm elections.
However, elections were finally held last
week and the necessary two-thirds majority
obtained (quite an accomplishment for a
dorm so definitely split about the subject a
few months ago), but now the dorm is
having great difficulty coming to agreement
about the hours for visitation. Hopefully this
problem will be settled before next
semester.
No matter what the difficulties, however,
Judy has supported everything the dorm
council has attempted to do so far this year.
She has promised to lend her aid to accomplish "anything that's feasible,"
because, according to Judy, "a Head
Resident is not a disciplinarian. She is a
resident just like anybody else."
No matter what one's personal attitude
toward Judy or Barnett Hall or Head
Residents and dormitories in general may
be, it's hard to deny that Judy's active,
positive, and personal approach to her job
has at the very least provided a pleasant
change for the coeds under her care. At the
most it has been a small step in the right
direction for making dormitory life more
tolerable, more enjoyable, and more
livable.
Judy Wolfe's first semester at Clemson is
almost over now. I hope that she considers
her dislocated shoulder and broken collar
bone worth it all.

